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I 1 THE INSPECTION PANEL ‘ OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
DATE: December 24,1996 

TO: Mr. Shenpan Bang,  Vice ?resident and Secretary, SECVP 

FROM: htonia M. Macedo, Acting Executive Secretary, IPN A 
EXTENSION: 82597 

SUBJECT: Request for Inspection 
Ya- 

Please: find attached for distribution to the Executive Directors and Altemates of 
IBRD a memorandum from the Chauman of the Inspection Panel entitled “Request for 
Inspection - A.rgentina/Paraguay: Yacyrcîá Hydroelectric Project - Panel Report and 
Recommendation to the Executive Directors of the Intemational Bank for Reconstruction 
and Developmen&” dated December 24,1996. 

Attachments 
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELGPMENT ASSOCIATION 
THE INSPECTION PANEL 1818 H StncfN.W. Tcicphonc: (202) 458-5200 

Washington. D.C. 20433 
USA. Cable A d k  INTBAFMD 

Fax : (202) 522-091 6 

Richard E. BisseH 
Chairman 

IPN REQUEST RQ9óE 

December 24,1996 

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTTVE DIRECTORS AND ALTERNATES 

SUBJECT: Request for Inspection 
ArgentidParaguay: Yacyretá Hydroelectric Project 
Panel Report and Recommendation to the Executive Directors of the 

D e v e l m  

in accordance with paragraph 19 of IBRD Resolution 93-10 establishing 
the Inspection Panel please fmd attached the report and recommendation of the Inspection 
Panel concerning the above-referenced Request for Inspection. 

Attachments 
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REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
OF THE INSPECTION PANEL 

Request for Inspection 
ARGENTINAIPARAGUAY YACYRETA IMIROELECTRIC PROJECT 

Below is (A) Background information, @) Discussion, and (C) Recommendation of the 
Inspection Panel (“Panel”) on whether or not there should be an investigation 
(“Recommend~tion’~) into allegations made in the above-referenced Request for Inspection 
(“Request”). Annex 1 contains the Request. Management Response to the Request is provided 
in Annex 2. 

A. Background 

1. 
received a Request which alleged violations 
by Management of policies and procedures 
of the ïntemationai Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (“Bank”) in relaticn to the 
Yacyretá Hydroelectric Project. (“Yacyretá’’ 
or “Project”), The Bank has been involved 
in the design and implementation of 
Yacyretá since the mid 1970s. A number of 
agreements and amendments between the 
Bank and the Republics of Argentina and 
Paraguay, a &national entity established by 
both governments, and other entities, relate 
fully or in part to Yacyretá. Loans 1761-AR 
for $2101 million (Yacyretá Hydroelectric 
Project approved in FY80), 2998-AR for 
$252 million (Electric Power Sector Project 
approved in FY89), 3281-AR for $100 
million (Water Supply and Sewerage Project 
approved in FY9 i), 352 1 -AR for $20 
million (Flocd Rehabilitation Project 
approved in FY93). Financing of $300 
miliion under Loan 3520-AR (Second 
Yacyretá Hydroelectric Project) was 
approved in September 1992 and 
subsequently in August 1994 an additional 
amount of $1146.6 million was reallocated 
from the uncommitted balance of Loan 

Hereinafter “s” means US$ equivalent. 

On September 30,1996 the Panel 

I 

2854-AR (SEGBA V Power Distribution 
Project2> to finance Yacyretá components 
including the resettlement and 
environmen‘tal protection plan for the 
Project. This reallocation brought the total 
amount of Bank financing for Yacyretá to 
$895.1 million. In addition, in February 
1995 the Board approved a loan for $46.5 
million to the Republic of Paraguay (Ln. 
3842-PA) of which $1.2 million is to finance 
civil works related to the resettlement 
activities under the Yacyretá Project. 

The Rquest for Inspection 
2. The Request was filed by an 
organization called SOBREWENCIA - 
located in Asunción, Paraguay - representing 
persons who live in Encarnación, Paraguay. 
(the “Requesters”). The Request claims that 
the environment as well as the standards of 
living, health and economic well-being of 
people in the Y acyretá area have been, and 
may potentially be, directly and adversely 
affected as a result of the filling of the 

~ ~~ ~~ _ _ ~  

* Loan Agreement between IBRD and SEGBA and 
Guarantee Agreement between the Republic of 
Argentina and IBRD, June 30,1988 (Loan No. 2854- 
AR) later amended by Argentina-IBRD-SEGBA 
Loan Assumption Agreement, August 19,1994 to 
incorporate provisions relating to Loan 3520-AR 
project activities including in part the en*lironmental 
mitigation and resettlement plans. 
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Yacyretá reservuir to 76 meters above sea 
level (“masl”) and the failure of the Bank to 
ensue-through supervision and 
enforcement of lega¡ coveflstnfs-fhe 
adequate execution of the environmental 
mitigation and resettiemerit activities 
included in the Project. 

3. 
reservoir inter alia has: 

The Requesters aíiege that W g  the 

* 

O 
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e 
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4. 

caused the water to become stagnant and 
polluted which has conhminated the 
groundwater supplies used for drinking 
water ; 
affected sanitation systems through 
discharge of untreated sewage into now 
stagnant waters that creates health 
hazards; 
destroyed crops; 
inundated and destroyed island 
comniunities and ecosystems; 
flooded farmlands and wildlands; 
displaced local people and wildlife; and 
disrupted fish migration through 
damniing the river, with dramatic impact 
on subsistence diets and biodiversity. 

Alleged adverse socioeconomic 
impacts include: 

loss otf jobs, livelihood, and forced 
resettlement to low quaiity homes; 
those involved in fishing, ceramics, 
bakery and laundry services have lost 
their jobs or their earning capacity has 
been greatly diminished through loss of 
fish, top quality clay and loss of 
customers due to concerns over &e poor 
water’ quality; and 
distances of resettlement areas from 
former job sites or sources of income has 
resulted in additionai economic losses 
due to remoteness and the relatively high 
cost of transportation. 

5. 
and material adverse effects described above 
result from the Bank’s omissions and 
failures in the preparation and 
implementation of the Project which violate 
its policies and procedures including inter 
alia, the foliowag: 

The Requesters claim that the direct 

e 

e 

e 
e 
e 
e 

e 
e 
m 

6. 

Environmental Aspects of Bank Work 
(OMS 2.36) 
Environmental Policy for Dam and 
Reservoir Projects (OD 4.00 Aranex B) 
Environmental Assessment (OD 4.01) 
Indigenous Peoples (OD 4.20) 
Involuntary Resettleaent (OD 4.30) 
Project Monitoring and Evaluation (OD 
10.70) 
Wildlands Policy (OPN 1 1.02) 
Cultural Property (OPN 1 1.03) 
Project Supervision (OD 13.05) 
Suspension of Disbursements (OD 
1 3.40) 

The Requesters also claim that 
procedural aspects incorporated in many of 
such polices, such as basic rights of 
participation and access to information, have 
been denied or ignored in the preparation 
and execution of Yacyretá. 

7. In addition the Requesters claim that: 
the Environmental Trust Fund referred to 
in para. 2.16 of the Staff Appraisal 
Report (“SAR”) for Loan 3520-AR3 has 
neither been established nor properly 
funded; 

e the Bank has been lax in supervising the 
Project; and 
the Bank has failed to enforce its rights 
under the several agreements that it has 
entered into with the Governments of 
Argentina (“GOA”), Paraguay (“GOP”) 

Report No. 10696-AR, dated August 3 1,1992. 3 
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tad the Yacyretá Binational Aiithonty 
(Entidad ßinancional Yacyretá “GZY”). 

8. On ûctober 1, 1996 the Panel 
notified the Executive Dimtors %rid Bank 
Pres ib t  of receipt of the Request(rneaning 
“RegisWtion” under the Panel’s Operafing 
Procedures).4’ On November 1,1996 the 
Panel received the Manageriaenit response 
(“Response”) to the Request. 

Management Response 
9. 
S- * in paragraph i .8 which reads as 
follows: 

The substance of the Response is 

“We cio not agree that the problems 
which have occurred and their possible 
consequences for the local population are 
the result of any alleged Management 
violation of the Bank‘s policies and 
procedures. The salient features of the 
Management Response are: 

Yacyretá made economic sense when 
conceived and, even though the 
economic realities have since changed, it 
still makes more sense to complete 
Yacyretá than to stop it. 

ail resettlement and environmental 
mitigation activities required prior to 
reaching the current reservoir of 76 masl 
have been met (except some pending 
matters which: m being addressed 
through appropriate! financing and 
supervision). 

the impacts of increasing the operating 
level of the reservoir above 76 masl have 
not yet occurred and are covered by 
sufficient legal covenants in full 
compliance with Bank policies. 

See The Inspection Panel, Operating Pr0ceúzre.s 4 

(August 1994) at para. 17. 

although counterpaq funding shortfails 
have delayed Project implenentation, 
they have not caused harm9d impacts, 
preciseiy becatase the reservoir has not 
been raised beyond its initial operating 
level. 

the delay in increasing the operating 
level of the reservoir is, in part, 
attributable to the Bank’s supervision 
efforts to ensure compliance with 
resettlement md environmental 
management activities, supporting the 
essential principle of Bank operations 
that the exercise of available legal 
remedies is not a requirement but a 
discretionary tool, to be applied only 
after other reasonable means of 
persuasion have failed.” 

Panel: Initial Study 
10. 
Panel decided that an initial field study was 
needed both to verify the eligibility of the 
Request and assess the adequacy of the 
Response. 

After receipt of the Response the 

1 1. 
obtained during Mr. Alvaro Umaiia 
Quesada’s ( “Inspector”) review conducted 
in the Project area fiom December 2-6, 
1996.’ The Inspector consulted with the 
Governments of Argentina and of Paraguay, 
EBY, people in the Project area and their 
representatives fiom SOBREVIVENCIA. 
The Panel consulted with the Bank 
Executive Director representing Argentina 
and Paraguay. 

The Panel considered information 

The Panel wishes to thank the ofice of the Bank 
Executive Director for Argentina and Paraguay for 
his comments and guidance and the members of 
SOBREVIVENCIA and the Bank department 
responsible for Argentina and Paraguay (LAI) for 
arranging Mr. Umaiia’s interviews in both countries 
and particularly the management and staff of EBY 
for providing logistical support in the project area. 
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12. ALS provided in the rece:î,&ew of 
the Resotution, the ?anel indicated to the 
Board that it wodd evaluate the Inspector’s 
f7ndings and would then submit its 
recommendation as to the need, if my, for 
an Investigation5 Subsequently, the Panel 
again interviewed Regional Management, 
staff and others. 

B. Discussion 

E 3. 
the Panei’s preliminary review of the 
Request and Response and takes into 
account the information provided through 
subsequent interviews in the field and in 
Washington, D.C. 

ïhe discussion below is based on 

14. Pursuant to para. 19 of the 
Resolution it is the responsibility of the 
Panel to “determine whether the request 
meets the eligibility criteria set out in 
paragraphs 12 to 14” after it has received the 
Response and the Executive Directors have 
expresse(d the hope that the Panel process 
will not focus on “narrow technical 
grounds” with regard to eligibility. To avoid 
future possible misunderstandings some 
comments on the views expressed on 
eligibility in the Management Response are 
contained in Attachment 1 to this Report. 

15. ï h e  Fane1 is satisfied that the 
Request meets the eligibility criteria set out 
in paragraph 12 of the Resolution and that 
those signing the Request (i) represent 
communities that feel negatively affected by 
the design and implementation of the 
YacyretB Project; and (ii) properly 
authorized SOBREVIVENCIA as their 
legitimate representative. The Inspector 
verified the identity of the “anonymous” 
Requesters and obtained first hand. 

knowledge of some of the aileged materiai 
harm on the spot during his field visit. 

Preliminary Evidence of Material Harm 
14. 
Requesters have not suffered the material 
harm îhey d e g e  but the Panel notes that the 
following statements, for example, appear to 
indicaîe otherwise: 

The Response maintallis that the 

“there is little evidence of harm 
having been done to the affected 
parties” (para. 2 of Cover 
Memorandum from Mr. WoIfensohn 
to htr. Bissell); and that 

“Socio-economic outcomes of the 
relocation of the population affected 
by operation of the reservoir at level 
76 mas1 are mostly satisfactory.” 
(2.8) [Emphases Added] 

17. 
interviewed groups of people in the Project 
area. These discussions and his initial 
observations prima facie confirm some of 
the allegations of harm made in the Request. 
For example: 

During his field visit the Inspector 

0 Quality clay resources seem to be now 
under water which has an impact on the 
brick and tile industry. In addition, the 
1200 ceramic workers-uniike other 
affected people-have not been regarded 
as eligible for compensation. 

Discharges of raw sewage and 
slaughterhouse waste into streams that 
used to flow fieely have exposed nearby 
populations to health risks associated 
with deteriorating sanitary conditions 
caused by the rise in reservoir level to 76 
masl. 

WSPISecM96-15. December 10. 1996 6 



Rise in groundwater levels has 
ccntamimted drinking water wells and 
caused latrines to beckup rendering them 
useless and potentia!ly a health risk 

People iaterviewed in one housing 
resettlement area claim that they have 
not been fuliy compensated arid that 
commercial structures to replace their 
shops or businesses have not been built. 

In the Barrio San Pedro resettlement the 
Inspector observed leaky roofs and 
inferior e.onstruction materiais. 

18. A review of these and many other 
allegations of harm-including damage to 
wildlife and fisheries-in the Request would 
require investigation. 

Alleged Acts or Omissions 
19. The Request claims in substance 
that the act of filling the reservoir to 76 masl 
but at the same time failing to implement 
adequately the required resettlement, 
enviromental and social mitigation 
measures has harmed them and their 
environment. In addition they express their 
deep concern about future damage that may 
occur if the water level is raised to the 78 
mad and 83 masl as envisaged in the 
Project. 

20. Maaagement Response admits to 
delays in resettlement and environmental 
acrions required prior to filling the reservoir 
to the 76 mas1 level and provides various 
explanations for the Project’s difficulties and 
delays. 

21. The Panel notes that: 

the SAR for Yacyretá I1 explains that 
Loan 3520-AR is supporting the 
resettlement program required for raising 

t’e level to 76 m s l  because “It was 
expected that the resettlement program 
would have been completed under the 
Electric Power Sector Project (Loan 
2998-AR).” (Annex 2.7, Attachment 1, 
para. 2) 

0 The SAR emphasizes the proper 
sequencing of project components: 

“It is particularly important that the 
resettiement and environment 
mitigation measures needed to 
protect the affected population be 
executed prior to the reservoir rise, 
and in compliance with defined 
standards. It would be appropriate to 
determine whether these have been 
accomplished in the first semester of 
1994 when the Bank would conduct 
with EBY a mid-term review of the 
Project. Consequently, the Bank 
plans to monitor carefully EBY’s 
performance in this area before the 
level is raised to 76m, and again to 
78m. (2.1 1) [Emphases added] 

22. The Panel observes that the 
Resettlement and Environmental 
Management Plans (“’) included a 
specific sequence of actions for a variety of 
critical areas such as relocation, 
compensation, wildlife, compensatory 
reserves, environmental health iuid fisheries. 
At the time the reservoir was filled to 76 
masl in 1994 a number of key environmental 
and resettlement actions had not been 
completed and many of them now at the end 
of 1996 still await completion. 

23. 
that among the three major risks associated 
with Yacyretá were “failure to implement 
the resettlement and environmental 
mitigation activities satisfactorily” (1.3). 

Quoting the S A R  the Response notes 

5 



Despite the occmeme of such Mures 
Manageniexzt does not seem to have 
regarded it as a “major risk” since it agreed 
to let the reservoir be filled to 76 masl. 
Much later an internal memorandiun from 
staffworlUng on eiìvironmenîai aspects 
warned Regional Management of the 
deteriorating sitwìtion: 

“The situation is serious, in that the 
B i d  “no objection” to filling the 
reservoir to elevation 76 meters was 
conditioned upon the agreement that 
alli pending environmental and 
resettlement actions, which were not 
compiete at the time of the reservoir 
filling, would be campleted in the 
course of 1995. The necessary 
resources to complete the 
resettlement and environmental 
pending actions for elevation 76 m 
ha,ve not been provided, despite 
repeated Bank reiteration of the same 
request and repeated borrower 
representations of an intention to do 
so.’) 

This memorandum was prepared in June 
199&-nearly two years after filling the 
reservoir it0 76 masl. Without a more 
detailed study-that is oniy possible in the 
context of an investigation-it is dificult to 
understand how the imbalance developed 
between progress in civil works and the 
REM wits allowed to grow without an 
effective response from Management. This 
is one of the very actions and omission 
which the Requesters claim has adversely 
&ected t km.  

Alleged P’olicy Violaticras 
24. The Request claims that the Bank‘s 
act of authorizing the filling of the reservoir 
to 76 mas1 anci omission in not insisting on 
completion of the resettlement, 
environmental and social mitigation 

measures are violations of various Bank 
policies and procedures: as a result of this 
failure groups of local people have suffeied 
material hami. 

25. Management Response appears tc 
suggest that even if there has been harm, it is 
not the result of any policy violations. It 
refers to “problems which have occunedand 
their possible consequences for the iocal 
population” but does not agree that they are 
“the result c?f any alleged Management 
violation of the Bank’s policies and 
procedures.” (1.8) 

26. The Panel observes that both the 
Resettlement and Environmental policies 
require an appropriate sequence of actions 
to prevent harm to both potentially affected 
populations and the environment. The 
sequence of actions in this Project- 
designed for mas1 levels 76,78 and 83-was 
allowed to slip badly when counterpart 
funding became unavailable and when an 
eventual privatization became an option to 
fund Yacyretá. 

27. 
violations alleged by the Requesters. 
However, given this large and complex 
Request, the Panel has focused only on what 
appear to be two serious and initially 
verifiable policy allegations. Even though 
Management has addressed the complaints, 
the Panel is not convinced that there has 
been substantial compliance with the 
relevant policies and procedures. 

The Panel notes all the other policy 

Supervision 
28. The Request also alleges that 
Management has failed to supervise 
adequately the Project and to enforce several 
covenants related to environmental 
mitigation and resettiement activities. 

6 



I 29. The R.esponse argues that &e 
exercise of availab!e legal remedies is nct a 
requirement, but z ì  discretionary tool, to be 
appiied only after other reasonable means of 
persuasion have failed. @aras. 1.8,3.61- 
67). 

30. The Panel, knowing that 
Management has flexibility in decidirrg 
whether to exercise available legal remedies, 
must note that the Resolution itself defines 
as an instance of failure in the compliance of 
Bank policies and procedures situations 
where the Bank has “failed in its follow-up 
on the borrower’s obligations under loan 
agreements with respect to such policies or 
proccdures” (para. 12). In other words, 
according to Hank policy, compliance is not 
achieved by merely including covenants in 
Loan Agreements but rather by ensuring that 
their provisions are implemented in a timely 
fashion by the borrower and executing 
entities. 

3 1. The attention of the Panel was drawn 
to the discretionary use of legal remedies by 
an excellent OED analysis. The recent OED 
Performance .Audit Report for two of the 
loans providing financing for Yacyreth.’ 
states that: 

“the Bank accepted repeated 
violations of major covenants” (para 
3 1); and adds that: 

“[c]ovenanted actions are a 

of a financing plan in light of the 
Bank’s willingness to 
‘accommodate‘ non-compliance and 
the added difficulty of stopping a 
large unitary project once it has 

’ precmious way to ensure the viability 

OED Performance Audit Report No. 1580 1 on 1 

Loans 176 1 -AR and 2998-AR, SecM96-9 16. August 
19, 1996. 

reached a certain stage of 
implementation.” (para. 39) 

32. The Response denies that thc 
provision of funds for the implementation of 
penáing actions has constituted a problem. 
The evidence reviewed so far by the Panel 
suggests otherwise. Damage related to non- 
compliance with covenants appears to have 
occurred. A more detailed analysis-which 
is only possible under an investigation- 
would be required to ascertain whether there 
has been a violation of Bank policy through 
failure to enforce legal covenants, as stated 
by the Requesters, or compliance thereof has 
been achieved through “other reasonable 
means of persuasion” as claimed by 
Management 

Remedial Actions 
33. The Management Response 
includes “Pending Actions” as Attachment 
A and describes it as follows: 

“With respect to compliance with 
pending actions related to elevating 
the reservoir to the current operating 
level of 76 mad, a time-bound 
Action Plan, supported by a Special 
Account, has been put in place to 
complete all pending actions no later 
than December 1997.” 

The Response states that “These activities 
will be completed by the end of 1997, thus 
concluding the resettlement and 
environmental mitigation measures required 
for raising the operating level of the 
reservoir to 76 masl.” (2.9). 

34. The Request as noted above at para. 
7 complains that the Environmental Trust 
Fund to finance the REMP hac neither been 
established nor properly funded. 

7 



35. The Response statcs that the claim is 
inccinec!.: that the Trust Fund (to finance all 
REMP activities) was established by EBY in 
Novmber 1994 and that while “amounts 
deposited in this Fund were not precisely 
those agreed with the Bank, îhe Borrower 
has funded the required REMP activities up 
to elevation 76 mas1 t!!ough the Fmd and 
otherwisce.” (3.16) 

36. Further clarifications by the staff 
explain that the Trust Fund refened to in the 
SAR was; never established but rather an 
account ïor receiving funds for the execution 
of the W,MP was opened and an initial 
deposit of about $3 million made on January 
13, 1995:: this is in reaiity the “Trust Fund” 
referred to in the Response. This account 
was used during 1995 but as the GOA 
contributions to EBY were reduced and later 
on ceased, the account “lost its purpose”. 

37. 
established for similar purposes: 

Two other accounts have since been 

a so called “special account” opened in 
August 1996 with an initial deposit of $4 
million (for which the Panel has been 
unable to obtain operating 
documentation); and 

an “Escrow Account” just opened on 
Decernber 1 O, 1996 with an initial 
deposit of $5.4 million and with further 
deposits expected to reach a total of $8.2 
million to finance certain specified 
REMI? activities that were supposed to 
be carried out before the reservoir 
reachr:d the 76 mas1 levei. (The Panei 
has received documents relating to this 
account). 

38. 
attached to funding the Environmental Trust 

The Panel notes the importance 

Fund for this component in the SAI? for 
Loan 3520-AR: 

“Given the underlying importance of 
satisfactorily completing the 
Resettlement and Envircnmentai 
Management Programs repiredfir 
different reservoir operation levels, 
during negotiations EBY agreed to 
establish by November 1994, and, 
thereafter maintain an Environmental 
Trust Fund on terms and conditions 
satisfactory to the Bank by 
depositing therein the amounts 
necessary to finance in a timely 
manner all activities under these 
programs and for the Arroyos 
protection works, such amounts to be 
derived from the sales of electricity 
or any other resource and be at least 
US $18.3 million in 1995, US $60.9 
million in 1996, US %I 01.6 million in 
1997, and US $2.7 million in 1998. .. 
withdrawals fiom such account 
would be made exclusively to 
finance these activities.” (2.16) 
Emphases added] 

39. 
data, neither the $8 million aiready 
deposited, nor the $16 million in funding 
anticipated by the Management Response 
appear to be adequate to implement pending 
activities of the REMP that may be 
necessary to meet the policy requirements 
and the Requesters’ concerns. The 
December 20,1996 Back to Office Report 
confirms the seriousness of the financial gap 
facing the Project at my operating level. 

As evidenced by the above S A R  

C. Recommendation 

40. The Yacyretá Hydroelectric Project 
has represented a massive effort spanning 
over twenty years, exceeding $8 billion in 



cost and including a large num'kr of highly 
complex issues mxi uncertairiies. It is now 
uncertain whether or when the Project will 
reach its original design level md generating 
capacity and what would be the sources of 
the W i n g  to cnmplete the Project 
inchding the REMP. The Panel has been 
informed that! to date, while the main civil 
work infiastructure components are almost 
complete, only about a fifth of the housing 
in the resettlement component has been 
completed and other activities and social 
mitigation measures lag far behind. This is 
an unusual imbalance. 

41. 
Panel is satisfied that there have been 
material adverse effects which may have 
resulted fiom policy violations of a serious 
nature. 

Based on the preliminary review the 

42. The recommendation below for an 
investigation represents the Panel's 
preliminary conclusion that the Request is 
eligible for investigation. It will be 
necessary to conduct an irovestigation in 
order to determine whether the harm 
claimxi or likely to occur and the allegations 
of serious violations of policy are well 
founded. 

43. Baseâ on the foregoing the Panel 
recommends that the Executive Directors 
authorize an investigution into the 
violations of Bank policies and procedures 
alleged in the Request. 

ATTACHMEXTS (1)  
ANNEXES ((2) 
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Attachment 1 

Although it is the Panel’s rob to ascertsm the eligibGty of a Request, b its Response 
Management raises a number o€ e i i g i i i  issues that relate to several of the requirements 
set krth m paragraphs 12-14 ofthe Resoluticm. 

1. FBrst, r e f b g  to the status of the ñnmcmg provided by the Bank for this project 
(Resohition para. 14(c)), Management states that it is addressing the Request pmaniIy m 
the context of Loan 2854-AR (whkh is 75% disbursed), Smce the other loans cited m the 
Request have been either already íùlly disbursed and closed (Ln. 1761-AR and 2998-AR) 
or have been substantially disbursed (La 3520-AR, 98% disbursed) noting, however, that 
the legal documents of lorn 2854-AR have been amended to contab the enviromental 
and resettiement provisions of loan 352bAR. 

No reference is made to loan 3842-PA which is also financing several activities 
reiated to this project (see para. 2 below). 

2. Management also states that”[i]ll a depaiture &om the terms of the Board 
Resohition, para. 12, the Request is not beiug filed ‘by an a e d  party m the t e d q  of 
the Borrower.’ The Borrower with respect to Bank loans for the Yacyretá Project the 
Argenthe Republic, whereas S 0 B R T ” C I A  and the mdividuals it claims to represent 

where there is binational execution of the project and where the physical @act of the 
project occ,ws mostly m the territory of the national partner that happens not to be the 
borrower, Management understands the pragmatic mterest m applying the Board 
Resolution flexiiiy on this point.” 

are ali Paraguayan.” Addiug that ‘[n]eveltheIess, m the unique citcumst a n a  of this case, 

Although the Panel concurs with the flexiile spirit of Management’s statement, it 
wodd litre to note for the record that: 

(i) there is a loan to the ñepublic of Paraguay financing a number of activities 
rehted dire* to the ciaims of the Requesters. The project desCnption m the loan 
agrement for Loan 3842-PA reads as follows: 

“Part C: Cìvil Works in Encarnación 
îomtruction of inj7.atructure worksl incfudìngl inter alia: (a) a 
water suppìy and sewage disposal; (b) rm&; (c) storm water 
drainage andsolid wastes & p a l  facilities; and (4 a power 



distribution system, for the benefit of about 3,000 people to be 
resettled under the ~econci Yacyreta Hjxìkxiectrtc Project. 

'NO Sign&ant dkburmats have been made to date for this project component. 

(U) aii;hou& the bonower of recard isthe Argenîhe &public, the direct 
ben&ciary of the Bank's loans and project executing entity is a bi-natiod entity 
('EEY'j which is e q d y  and jomtiy owned by both countries; and 

(.;U) there are a number of agreements entered mto by GOP which contain 
obligations which the Requesters claim have not been Willed either entireiy or to 
a great extent by the GOP or its agencies. 

3. Management questions the right of SOBREVIVENCIA to file the Request partly 
on its own, because there is no diegation that the NGO itselfhas s u f f e r e d  or will suffer a 
materiai adverse effect as a re& of the alleged policy vioiations and, therefore, it wouíd 
not be an af€ècted party according to para. 12 of the Resohition. 

ïñe  Panel agrees that a strict mterpretation of the Resohition could exchide 
SOBñEWVENCIA as a legitimate requester, but such an mterpretation would Eail to 
recognize that SOBREVIVENCIA is a local NGO formeá by Paraguayan Citizens and that 
them is a clear national and not merely local mterest m pr&g biodiversity and 
improving environmepitpl conditions m the project area. Nowadays Wiim most 
governmentai, non-governmentd and mtemat id  organizations are ali concerned and 
active on issues related to global environmental developments, it would certainly be 
inappropriate to argue that oniy the inñabitants of a particular area are or may be 
ne@* afkcted by a ~ti~d project of the magnitude of Yacyretá. 

4. Anonymity. Management states that the &ct that the Requesters represented by 
SOBREVWENCIA have requested to remain anonpus "imposes serious ConStraints 011 
Management's abiiity to respond Iuny to the Request, particuiariy with regard to issues, 
vital m the context of respecting the terms of the Resoiution, such as scope of the alleged 
harms, exhaustion of remedies, seriousness of degeâ violations and causation." 

The Panel notes that: 
(i) Qnce the ñrst Request for Inspection, potentiaily affected people h e  voiced 
their concern about the risk of reprisais, which m some countries, caùtures or 
politicai systems CM be of a significant nature. Protecting a complainant's 
anonymity is not new m mtmatiod fora in which private citimms are alîoweû to 
complnm against public officials.' Furthermore, the Board did accept this practice 

' Schedule 2 to the Loan Agnxment. 

eîc. in "Gulde to Intmalional Human Righís Ractice" wurst Hannum, ed, 2nd edition. 1992) 
See expianation about procebuzs for making human rights complaints in the United Nations, tbe iL0. 2 
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h the case ofthe Request fbr hsgection related to the Arm XII Hydroelectric 
Project; 

(n) 
interviewed ôy the Inspector m charge of the iniripl review of the Request ruid &q 
-beregarded as repmtatives of whole categories or ptrps of people 
allegedly affected by the project, Neither the Request mcludw, nerthe P a d  cat 
deai with, indMdual griwances in this case. 

Most ofthe máivíáuals represented by SOBREVIVENCIA have been 

(m) 
h e 1  takes the utmost care m v-g whether the máividuals signing a Request 
understand its terms, live m the area that maybe affected by the project, could 
po&fy be affected by the project3 and, ifapplicable, agree to be represented by a 
tbird party. 

As an esîablishei d e  ofmternal procedure, and more so m these cases, the 

Therefore, the Panel does not agree whh Management’s claim that the anam 
of îhe Requesten may afFect its abiiut). to respond to their claims and aflegptions m the 
Request. 

Regardiug the e l i g i õ i  of the Requesters, accorâhg to-para. 19 of the 
Resolution, it is the responsiõiuty of the panel to “determine whether the Request meets 
the ctigibuity crituia set out m paragraphs 12 to 14”thenog and the final nutho* on this 
matter belongs to the Board. 

’ 
hue1 did not recommend an invdgatioa of alleged violations of OMS 2.35 buause. after the bpctor’s 
fieidvisit, the Panel found that the Rsquesten did not provi& evidence that they wie likely tobo directly 

I N S î l W 9 5 - 6 :  Tanzania P m r  V, h j e c t  (Credit 2479-TA) Pmel Recommendafim wbem the 

p n d ~ ~ ~ ; r n s c t s d b y t h ~ p r o j e d  
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tisuncidn. 12 de Septfembra de 1996 

Señor 
Richard Bisseli 
Presidenta 
TandLciekupacCion 
1818 €i Street, NW 
Washington. EIC 28433 

Estimado SeÏior B1ssel.k 

Nos 3Lrigfmos. .a Fsted para remitirle este p~dido de  
InspeCd6n de violadones de palíticas del Banca Mundial *A el diseño y & 
hulemanr;sdbn del Proyecto HidroelcCtrico Yacvretá. Presentamos a s t e  
pedido en nombre de SOBREVIVENCIA, Amigos de la  Tierra Paraquay Y como 
representantes de personas directa,  material y negaavamenta dectadas 
por el proyecto. 

AdJunt;ss a esta car ta ,  enviamos copias de las Autorizaciones de 
Represcntadn respectivas. Debemos aclarár que. debido a l a  Posihilldad 
de represalias contra los reclamantes, debamos pdir quo sus nombres Y 
aflliadones permanezcan estrictamente contfdsnciales. 

Durante los fltímos 20 allos, el Banco mundial y el Banco Interamericano de 
DasarroUo han invertido A s  de a31 d i o n o s  de dólares en el diseño Y en la 
conat;rucdón del Proyecto UroeláCtriCo Pacyreta. Estet RrOYeCtO ha 
estado plagado por cornigdbn rampante y por faìencias en la mhtiqa& de 
masivos impactos socisles y ambientales. Los bancos han concentrado su 
aporte financiero en la5 obras de ingenieria y han ipnorado los aspectos 
sociales Y ambientales del  emprendimiento. Este proyecto inunda más de  
ï00.000 hsCtáreas de tierras de aito valor en biodiversidad y d e s p b  a 
aias da 50.000 personas. 

A pasax de los  evidentes daños socides Y ambientales asodados al 
proYsCt0 Yacyreta, los bancos han fallado sistematicamente en aseguraz: 
que CUIQSM con sus  proceàimientos y politicas. Alagamos que, entre  otras, 
han Sfdo violadas politicas delBanco sobre Reasentadentos Involuntarbl. 
PueUos bdigenas, Hedio Ambiente. Vaiores Culturales, Evaluadbr Y 
NonitoreodaProyectosySuperviribn.Cadaunadeestasviolacione'sesta 
documentada en el reclamo que se adjunta. 

SOBREVIVENCIA. Amipos de la Tierra Paraguay. ha estado haciendo 
repuilmicnto activo de l  Proyecto Hfdroclictrico Yacyreta y ha estado 
trabajando con las comunidades locales desde 1991. SOBREVIVENCIA es una 
O l c g a i l i z a c h  sin fines de lucro dedicada a la ac&n e invest&adon sobre 
la prottcdón, conservación y restauracíijn da la calídad ambiantaLEn 
nuestros  trabajos damos alta prioridad a comunibades inäíutnas, 
campesinas Y m a r g i n ~ a d a s  urbanas que viven en l a  pobreza. Hemos 
advertido repetidas vcccs a l a  EBY y a los Bancos sobre los  riesgos Y 
proalemas asociados con l a  fInandaci8n del Proyecto PacyretJ, pero 
nuestras  advertencias y preocupaciones han sido sistemWcamant8 
Lenonadas. Las voces de ìas poblaciones a f e c b d a s  Y de la sociedad civil 
han rido siienchdas y l a  participaciòn publica en la toma de decisiones 
sobre este proyecto ha sido prâcticamente nula. Los bancos y la entidad 
que cbstos han apoyado y tinandado, la Entidad aínacionai Yacyreta (EIIY), 



PO hac respondido a las preocupaciones y demandas de la gen te  cuyas  %&dós 
estân siendo afectadas por este proyecto.  

Por todo esto, ahora s610 n o s  25eda el recurso que traer esta reclam a la 
atención CM Panel de inspección. 

AQJuntamos copias de correspondencia pasada con los Bancos y con la EBY. 

Lasituación enYacyneta es extremadamente Ur13etIb.eSpccfalmente ahlirz 
del hecho que los Bancos, la EBY y los gobiernos de Argentina y el Paraguár 
están activaniente discutiendo i a  privathación del proyectó. Esta 
Privatdzacibn sólo puede exacerbar una sftuaciSn ya de por Si mala Y no 
remadisria las pasadas violaciones de las políticas d e l  Banco. La EBY Y los 
bancos han fallado en demos t r a r  capacidad o voluntad para nitigcrr los 
Impactos soc ia les  y ambientales del proyecto en su etapa actual ,  con a l  
embalse 8i cota 76 metros sobre el nivel  del mar. Si el Proyecto 
Hidroeiác~co Yacyretá es priva-ado. el s e c t o r  privado procurará 
e l e v a r  elriivel del embalse a la cota 83 metros tan pronto como sea posihle, 
con el fin de maxiruizar sus ganancias  sin preocuparse por la destruc@n 
q u e  resultar8 de esa elevación. Los proponentes de la privatizacian están 
buscando privatizar los ingresos generados POX el proyecto Y aì mismo 
tiempo social izar  los costos. 

Ni la privatizacl6n ni la  elevación del  nível del embalsa deben realizarse 
hasta que las medidas de mitigación sociales y ambientales seanplenamante 
desarrolladas e implementadas. 

Agradeciendo su atención a esta soi ic i tud y esperando t r aba  jar con Usted 
en l a  invsetigaci6n de este reclamo, le saludamos atentamente. 

/ Oscar vas 
Coordinador 



Asunci6n, September 12. 1996 

H r .  Richard Bisseii, Chairman 
The inspaction Panel 
iû15 B Stree t ,  hW 
Washingcon, DC 20433 

Dear Mr. aissell: 

SOBREVIVENCIA, Friends of the Earth Paraguay, respectiully submits this 
Request for Inspection of violations r>f World Eank policies in the desien 
and hapiementation of the Yacyreta Hydroelectric ProJect (YIP). We are 
filCnP this daia on behalf of SOBRZVIVENCZA and as representatives of 
persons directly, materially and adverseiy aifected by the project. 
O r U i n a l  copies of Authorizations of Representation are attached to W 
letter. ö u t  due t o  tine litcellhood of re ta l ia t ion  against those índíviduals, 
we m u s t  ask tha t  their names and affi l iat ions r e m a i n  strict& cenfidential. 

. 

Over t he  past 20 years, the World Bank and the Incer-American Development 
Bank: have poured w e l l  over a billion dollars into the design and 
construction of the YHP. The project has been plagued by rampant 
cor-wption and a failure t o  adequately mitigate tho  massive environmental 
and social impacts. The Banks have concentrattd their f i n a n a  on the 
physical works and have ignored the environmental and social aspects of 
the project. Tie project is flooiung ove r  i00.000 hectares of uildìands and 
is scheduled t o  displace 50,0Lw people. Despite the very clear 
environmental and social dangers associated with this project, the Banks 
have systematicaìiy faiieà to ensure t h a t  the YHP complies with their 
policies and procedures. We allege that, among others, Bank policies on 
Invaìuntary Resettlement, Wildlands, Environmental Assessment,h&enous 
Peoples, Environmental Policy for Dam and Reservoir ProJtcts. Cultural 
Property. Project Monitoring and Evaluation, and Supervision have been 
violated. Each of these violations is documented in more detail in the 
attached claim. 

.. 

SOBREVIVENCIA has been actively monitoring the YHP and uorkiru with 10~d 
communities since 1991. SOBREVIVENCIA is a non-Profit orsanlcation 
dedicated to action and research for t he  protect;ion, conservation and 
restorat ion of the environment. Our uorb prioritize idigenous, peasant 
and marginalized urban communities living in poverty. We have repantedW 
warned BBY and the Badu of the risks and problems associated with the 
finundnq of the YRP, but our wurnings and concerns have been consistent& 
Ignored. The voices of the affected people and o2 civil society have been 
silenced and public participation has been a sham. The Banks and the en t i t y  
they have supported and financed, t h e  Entidad Rinacional Yacyreta (EBY). 
have been unresponsive t o  the concerns and demands of the people whose 
l ives a r t  being affected by this project. 

We lnave attached t o  the c h h  copiss of correspondence with the Banks and 
EBY. 

cuflia d. CoN’ooa 13ûO Tal. F a r  (595.21) 24.427 (595.21) 550.451 E-mal: surviva O wkon.una.py Aaumkn - P8r.gu.y . ! . 
I‘.. . 



The s i t u a t i o n  a t  Yacyreta is extremely urgent ,  especiafly in U h t  of the 
fact that the Banks, EBY and t h e  governments of Argentha and Paraguay 
arc actAveiy discussing pr iva t iza t ion  of the project. Privatization wouid 
o z l y  e x a s c t r b a t e  an already bad s i t u a t i o n  and would no t  remedy the past 
violations of Bank policies. EBY and t h e  Banks have fs i led  t o  demcnstrate  
the capac i ty  or uilllngness t o  mit igate  the environmental and social 
impacts of %he project a t  76 meters above sea l e v e l  ithe, cur ren t  lavei). If 
YHP is PrkvaUed ,  t h e  private sector w i l l  seek to raise t h e  reservoir to 
83 meters as quidtïy as possible, in order t o  maximize p r o f i t s  without 
rugard for the destruction that w i U  resuit from that elevation. The 
or0Ronenl;s of privatization a r e  seeking t o  pr iva t ize  t h e  income genera ted  
by the project w h i l e  sociaibing t h e  costs. 

Neither px(,vatization nor  fur ther  e leva t ion  of the re se rvo i r  should take 
place un'cs1 environmental and social mitigation measures are fully 
deveioped and enforceabie. 

Tha8k you for your a t t e n t i o n  to this project. We look forward t o  working 
with YOU in t h e  invest igat ion of this claim. 

Sincerely, 

Coordinator 



# '  

REQUEST FOR INSPECTION 

1. SOBREVIVENCIA, Amigos de la Tierra Paraguay, files this dual claim to the 
Worid Bank laspection Panel and the hter-herican Devtlopment.Barzk's Investigation 
Mechanism, on its own behaif and on behalf of other persons whose names and addresses 
are aüackl, ail of whom are directly and adversely affected by the Yacyreih 
Hydroelectric Project. SOEREVTVENCIA. a non-profit organization dedicated t[) 
protecting the environment and the quality of life of indigenow, peasant and 
marginalized urban communities living in poverty, has been actively working in the anas 
afftcted by lhe project since 1991. "he individual claimants live h Encamsion, 
Paraguay, and axe suffering fiom the Pmject's rising water level. Due to the potential for 
retaiiation, the names of those persons who have authorized SOBREVIVENCIA to 
npresent their interests have been made available only to the World Bank Inspection 
Panel and are othexwise to remain confidentid. 

2. 
reservoir and the violations of Bank policies set forth below, serious impacts on their 
standards of living, their economic well-being, and their health. For example, the Banks 
have violated policies on resettlement, environmental assessment, indigenous peoples, 
ancl wildlands. They ham also Wed to adequately supervise or mo-nitor the Borrower or 
the beneficiary, wiîh the result that the programs designed to mitigate the social and 
environmental impacts of the Project have been neglected to the h a m  of the claimants 
and others directly aBFccted by the project. 

Clainants have d é r e d ,  as a direct result of the partial filling of the 

3. Socio-economic impacts include loss of jobs and livelihood and forced 
resettlement to smaller homes of poorer quality. Workers in ~~cupationS hcluding 
Ceramic making and fishing have lost their msourcc base. Others, including 
washerwomen, bakers and pastry makers in the zone adjacent to the rcscrvoir have lost 
customers concerned over the effects of lower water quality on the goods they product 
and the services they provide. The distances of rcsettiement areas from their former 
homes have resulted in additional economic dislocation from the claimants' prior jobs 
and sources of income. They have also lost their social network, and arc suf%rhg 
separation from their families and fiends. Their diminished economic capacity and the 
relatively high cost of transportation has forced many of them to withdraw their children 
from school so that they can work to help support their families, with a resulting loss of 
educational opportunities and hope for future generations. Famiiies that were given small 
plots of land in compensation for Zost fáxmland have o b  found that they me b areas of 
very poor soil, which in practical terms means they can be farmed only as long as EBY 
provides fertilis and other chemicai inputs. 

4. 
quality. 

The claimants have also suffered increased health problems caused by poor water 
The rising reservoir has introduced stagnant, polluted water and has 
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esiitamigtitcd the groundwater supplies used for drinking water. The rkhg water 
has also incapacitated sanitation systems and destroyed crops. In addition, untreated 
sewage is discharged into the lake and instead of King carried downstram it stagaatea in 
the proximity of homes now near the water level. The municipal slaughterhouse, now on 
the shore of the reservoir, &ischarges wastes directly into an amyo used by iscat 
residents for bathing ana cooking water. Localized stagnant pools in the reservoir have 
also caused concern regarding the presence of vectors for distases such as mal- 
sclahso&is and skin &esses. Among dn hwMr imprcîs e lnm bem 
registcnd, and which probably result from the filling of the reservoir, arc increased 
respiratory infections, diarrhea, skin rashes, skin and intestinal parasites, n w i t i d  
disorders, and stxms-rdateci conditions. 

5. The partial filling of the reservoir has also inundated and destroyed island 
communities and ccosystcms, flooded farmlands and wildlands, and displaced lacal 
people and local wildlife. The damming of the river has disrupted fish miption, with 
dhamatic Mpacîs on subsistence diets, earning capacity of fishe~olk, and biodiversity. 

6. The World Bank and the Inter-American Devclopment Bank have a mandate to 
provide financing to stimulate development and alleviate poverty. People affected by 
Bank projects are supposed to participate in and benefit hxn the projects. In the case of 
the Yacyretá Hydroelectric Project, the quality of life for local people and their 
environment have only been diminished by the project. The intended beneficiaries an 
consumers of electricity in Buenos Aires, but even if the dam were fully operational and 
the water level rose to a devastating 83 meters above sea level, the cost of electricity 
gmcrated by the project would be mofe than. three times the competitive market price in 
the region, according to the World Bank's own review of the project. The negative 
hpacts of the project on the local people and their environment have been 
by a fáiiure of the Banks to adequately supervise and monitor the project, and îheir failure 
to follow their own policies and procedures. 

7. Given that completion of the project would cause even gxeater problems than at 
preseng given that the Banks and the entity they have financed (the Entidad B i n a c i d  
YacyretB, or EBY) have ácmonstratcd very little interest in or capacity to mitigate the 
social and environmental consequences of the project; and given that the cconomic 
justifications for the project are inherently flawed, we call for constniction to be stopped 
with the reservoir at elevation 76 meters as1 and for a prohibition on raisiing the level of 
the reservair unless and until (a) proper social and enviroomental mitigation has ban 
done to the satisfaction of the affected people and (b) there has bcen further exmination 
of the economic feasibility of continuing the project. 

I. to Pr&& 

8. The: Yacptá Hydroelectric Project is a joint project between Argentina and 
Paraguay that involves the construction of a major dam, 67 km in length, on the Rio 
Parana. The Parana forms part of the border between Argentina and Paraguay. One of 
the largest hydroelectric projects in the world, the dam will produce 2,700 megawatts of 
ekricity for Argentina. The project has been plagued by delays, comrptiOn, 
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procmment Idisputes, political changes, failures to conform to Bank policies, and the 
reluctance of the Argentine government to provide its share of counterpat m h g .  

9. The World Bank and the Inter-Anerican Development Bank (IDB) have a long 
history of involvement ia the Yacyretii IIjldroelectric Project. The nrst loan for the 
project was approved in 1979. The beneficiary of the loans has becn a b d o d  
c0~~ithcEntidadBI1l8ciopdllY~~~y),whichwas~~pursuantto 
a treaty signed by the two counîries in 1973. The International Tnaty of Yacyrctá calls 
for equally shared coswncrship of the project between Argentina and Paraguay. (SA& 
IBRD Loan 352@AR, para. 2.1). EBY's mandate is to design, build and implement the 
project; it is administeptd by a Board of Directors and an Executive Committee, whose 
members am appointed by both Argentina and Paraguay. The hydroelectric complex 
instahtiom and ancillary works arc jointly owned by bcth countries in quai parts, and 
the power produced is also owned by both countries in equal parts. (SAR, IBRD Loan 
3520-AR, Annwr2.1, paras. 5,7). 

10. though the electricity fiom the joint project is going excîusivcîy for use in 
Argentina, most of the adverse impacîs of the project are in Paraguay. The vast mjoriq 
of the physical works of the dam arc located on Paraguayan tMitoiy, and the loss of 
wildlaads and homes wiII also be concentrated in Paraguay. If the reservoir is raised 
from the current level of approximately 76 meters as1 to its targeted elevation of 83 
metcrs asl, it would cover 1,650 square kilometers, inundating appxha tdy  80,000 
hectares in Paraguay and 29,000 hectares in Argentina above a d  beyond î b  original 
river bed. 

1 1. At the moment, the cr ~3 works are neariy complete, eleven out of the proposed 20 
turbines arc operating and the water level behind the darn is approximately 76 mtters 
above sea level (mi). The project calls for raising the water in two additional Wts, to 
78 meters as1 and then to 83 meters asi. According to the tenns of the loan agreements, 
raising the watcr level above 78 meters will require' the approval of the World Bank. The 
Bank documents also state îhat the Bank cannot approve raising the reservoir level above 
78 meters unless there is a satisbtory completion of the Resettleinwt and 
Enwonmenaal Management programs (REMP), together with an adequate financing plan 
to cany out the acîivitics under the programs. Adquatc financing, in turn, requires 
deposits into the cmnt ly  nonexistent Environmental Trust Fund ( d i s c u s s e d  below). 
The actuai rise should not occur before a "fully satisfactory completion of the reviscd 
REMP." (SAR, XBRD Loan 3520-AR, para 2.46). 

12.' Each stage of ñíling the reservoir has significant social and cnvironmd 
hpcts. For cxarniple, at 83 meters as1 the Project will dispiace approxima&iy 50,000 
people and inundate over 100,000 hectares of previously undisturbed wildlands. "Ofthe 
total flooded arca, about 78,200 ha will be in Paraguay and 29,400 ha Will be in 
hgenîina. The great majority of the area to be inundated is sparsely-populated 

passim&, which hartx>red unique biodiversity, have already bem lost, and the 
indigenous peoples and traditional communities that lived on those islands have been 
involuntariiy resettled. The Project has also adversely a f k t d  d riverside 

wildiands." (SAR, IBRD LO^ 3520-AR, 2.45). Islad ec~systems, marshes a d  
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communities and the cities of Encarnacion, Parquay and Posadas, Argenoina, c a s h  
enornous social disruption. People are being forced to abandon their homelands, their 
sources of sustenance from the river and their means of camhg a iiveliood. These 
impacts have been significant at the current water lsvel, but wilt increase by an or&r of 
magnitude when and ifthe water level is raised to 83 meters asl. 

13. W e  find it particularly disturbing that a reservoir level of 83 meters ad, which has 
themost -socid and cnvihnm& impacts, is descn'bed as the optimal level 
for the dam. A lower water level would significantly reduce the enviromental and social 
ccmquences, and save considerable money in a project aiready experiencing m8issivc 
cost oven~111s. Certain Bank policies, such as the resettlement policy and the 
envirsmntal policy for dams and reservoirs, rccognk that design considerations such 
as lower reservoir levels can vastly reduce the social and enviromental impacts of a 
project; such policies have not been appíieà in this case. The environmentai policy on 
dams and reservoirs states that wherever pgssible, adverse environmental impacts should 
be avoided, minimized or compensated for in project design, including modification of 
dam height. (OD 4-00, Annex B, pata 4). Similarly, the d e m e n t  policy states that 
di viable options for project design need to be explorad to m h h h  involuntary 
resettlement, and it specifically notes that 4icducti~~ in dam height may significantiy 
reduce rcsettiemcnt needs." (OD 4.30, para 3(a)). 

14. There has been inadequate consideration of design alternativ+ that would involve 
markedly less social and environmental impacts. The S A R  for Loan 3520-AR 
specifically nota that "Pexmanmt operation of the Yacyrctá reservoir at a 10- levei 
(such as EL 76 or 78) would signiñcantly reduce environmental mitigation costs." The 
S A R  summarkes the savings as follows: (1) the number of involuntarily nsettled people 
is at least 834,500 people fewer at 76 than 83; (2) less risk of stagnant watcr at 76 ulan at 
83; (3) 50% less wildlands flooded at 76 than 83, with proportionately lower wildiife 
losses; (4) protect the Parana-type rainforest (with its various cn- species) upriver 
of Posadas and Encanmion at 76; at 83, over 3,600 hectarcs would be fiw, (5) at 76, 
the Ana Cua branch of the Parana river would receive a substantial amount of water all 
year long, since the Ana Cua spíìlway would opctate on a more or less continuous basis. 
(SAR, IBRD Loan 3520-AR). Thus, operating the reservoir at a lower level would 
specifically avoid the worse damages associated with the project, damages which the 
Borrower and EBY have Wed to demonstrate that they have the willingness or capacity 
to mitigate. '. 

15. The governments and the multilateral Banks are actively promoting privatizStion 
of the project. Proponents of privatization argue that it is the only way to ñnance the 
environmental and social mitigation required by the project. This argument ignores the 
responsibility of the Banks and the Argentine government for fiih8 to Uvc up to Bas& 
policies and the tem of the numerous loan agreements. Social and environmental 
mitigation should have been built into the financing of the project. Argentina is using 
economic and politicai leverage to pressure Paraguay to agree to privatization. This, in 
turn, is leading to political unrest as evidenced by the recent contractors' strike. We 
request that the Inspection Panel and the investigation Mechanism consib this claim in 
the context of the privatization debate. How would privatization Sect the envitonmental 
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and social eornpncnts of the project now and in the futmz?. How muid the righto and 
interests of those who have aircady been harmed by &e project 'be pmtectd under a 
@vatbition scheme? How would pnv&ation affect dmision-makhg relating to wa?e 
management for multiple use, e.g. electricity, fisheries, health? How will the private 
sector be held accountable for recurrent costs of envirOnmental mitigation, including 
reservoir rnaintemnce to yard against schistosomiasis, malaria, and other water-borne 
disuises? 'what responsibilities must the Banks assume before privatization could be 
approved? 

11. 

16. Over t!x past seventeen years, the World Bank and the Inter-Amesícan 
Development Bank have together provided over $1,740,000,000 in support of the 
Project. S e v d  loans have been p t e d  specifically for the project - such as IBRD loan 
1761-AR fiw $250 d l i o n  in 1979, IBRD loan 2998-AR for $250 million in 1988, IBRD 
loan 3520 -AR for $300 million in 1992; IDB loan 3WOC-RG for $210 million in 1978, 
HIB loan SSS/OC-RG for $250 million in 1988, IDB loan 583/OC-RG for a250 dl ion,  
and DDB loan RG/ooo4 for $130 million in 1993. These loans account for only a part of 
the financing, however, as the Banks have also redirected funding fiom other loans to 
benefit the project, including, at a minimum, frmds from IBRD loan 2854-AR (the 
SEGBA V loan, redirecting apPr0x;imately $138 million) and iBRD loan 3 2 8 1 4 2  
(onginally for sanitation for the Province of Misiones) and IBRD loan 3521-AR (Flood 
Rchabilitatxon Project). In aàdition, there have been many other loans by both the World 
Bank and the IDB to finance improvements in the Mentine energy sector and . 
ûansmission of electricity, which have also directly affeCt#i the Yacyretá project The 
fDB has also financed PR-0030, a $50 million loan to P-y for the Yacyrctá 
Transmission System. Together, this financing package constitutes continuous and 
ongoing suppod by both Banks for the project. 

17. Despite these enormous expenditures, the Banks have not adequately fhanced the 
environmentai and social mitigation that is necessary to address the negative impacts of 
the project. Instea& they have required the Government of Argentina to provide 

tion, and the resettlement and c0unteqm-t fïnanciig to cover land acquisition, ndministra 
environmemi protection program. Requiring Argentina, which the Banks have 
recognized is in a financial crisis, to provide financing for the mitigation of impacts felt 
largely in Paraguay is totally unrealistic and ignores consideration.of political Will. In. 
f a  Argentina decided to reduce its contribution to the project's 1995 budget and has 
reportedly refused to finance any of its contribution to the 1996 budget. In addition to fw to provide funding that would allow EBY to operate the envirOnmcntal and 
resettlement programs, Argentina is also apparently failing to meet its commitments 
under the loan agreement to resettle all members of its population affected by the project, 
regardless of when they moved into the project 8 f e ~  

. .  

18. The Banks have also failed to ensure that EBY was capable of implementing the 
required environmental and resettlement mitigation measures. They have consistently 
provided cmtinud fiuiding knowing that EBY was instiîutionally weak. "Under Loans 
176I-AR and 2998-Añ, EBY considered the resettlement and environmental protec5on 
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department in EBY has been poor. in fact EBY d u d  &e number c i fpp ie  in the 
Environment an0 RÆsettiexsìa Unit from 195 in 1990, to 117 in 1991, to 42 i0 1992. 
(§ARJBRDhan3520-& Para.223). 

19. We understand that the World Bank has the following relevant policies a d o r  
procedures: Environmental Poiicy for Dam and Reservoir Projects (OD 4.00 - Annex B); 
Environmental Assessment (OD 4.01); involuntary Resettlement (OD 4.30); Indigenous 
Peoples (OD 4.20); Wildlands (OPN 1 1.02); Supervision (OD 13.05); Project Monitoring 
and Evaluation (OD 10.70); Suspension of Disbursements (OD 13.40); Cultural Property 
(OPN 11.03); and I3wíronmentai Aspects of Bank Work (OMS 2.36). in addition, the 
Inter-American Development Bank has policies on Procedures for ClassiSing and 
Evaluating Enwonmenta! Impacts of Bank Operations and Strategies and Procedures on 
Socio-Culturai issues as Related to the Environment. During the course of the design and 
consímction of the Yacyrctá Hydroelectric Project, each of thcsc policies has bem 
v i 0 W  

20. Although we have been unable to locate a particular World Bank or IDB poiiCy 
regarding transboundary project impacts, we believe that if such a poiicy exists it must 
have been violated. This project involves the construction of an enormous dam for the 
benefit of Argentina, with most of the negative effkcts being felt in Paraguay. The 
majority ofthe envimmnentai d resettlement impacts are in Paraguay. Argentina’s 
refusal to provide counterpart fínancing is directly impacting Paraguayans, as is the 
Banks’ failure to incorporate environmental and social mitigation into the design aad 
k c m g  ofthe Project. We belitve that the decision to stnictun the financing in such a 
way that transboundary mitigation depended on national counterpart funding, rather than 
including such mitigation in the core Bank loan financing, was irresponsible and ignored 
politid and ccooomic reaîities. The ciaimants arc among the many thousanás of people 
who are d k r b g  the consequences of this decision by the Banks. 

2 1. The range of violations have been systematic and pervasive, The violations arc 
both procedural and substantive in nature. Basic rights of participation and access to 
infoxmation, which are incorporated in many of the above policies, have been denied in 
this project The Banks have provided financial support to a supra-national entity, the 
Entidad Binacional Yacyretii (EBY), which is systematically unresponsive to the 
coneem of eitizm or either of the two governments. The Banks have also been 
unresponsive and unaccountable. Citizens affected by and concerned about the impacts 
of the Project have not been allowed meaningful participation in any phase of the Project. 
Attcmpîs to raise problems and concerns with EBY and the Banks have been 
unsuccessful. The specific concerns of the claimants arc discussed below. 
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I\’. 

A. 

22. The Banks have failed to take financial responsibility for the resettlement of 
persons displ.aced by the project. Although they have known fiom the btgimhg that the 
project would displace tens of thousands of people and impact many more, the Banks 
failed to incorporate d e m e n t  planning in the design and íinanchg of tfa prqfcct 
This violates OD 4.3Q, which states that “Planning and fimncing resertiment 
componaits or fiec-stoindkg projects are an integrai part of preparation for pmjects hat 
cause involuntary resettlement” and that resettlement “should be dealt with fiom the 
eariiest stages of project preparation.” (OD 4.30, paras. 1,3). The Resettlement pdky 
also states thaî the World Bank needs to ensure that involuntary resettlement is avoided or 
minimized, that laws and reguiations wncemhg displaced people provide CompUiSation 
srtfncient to peplace ail lost assets, and tbat displaced persons are assisted to improvC, or at 
least reston, the= former living standards, income earning capacity, and production levels. 
(OD 4.30, para. 24). 

23. Similarly, the IDB’s Strategies and Procedures on SociattxaI issues as 
Related to the Environment states that “the relocation component will be made an integral 
part of overall praject design, execution schedule and project budget, avoiding, wherc 
possible, the approval of the resettlement component as a ‘parallel’ project tobe financed 
by local fúnh and over which the IDB will have no or littie control.” @art C2@)(3)). It 
also emphasizes the importance of community consultation and participation in all stages 
of project design and execution. (Part C2(b)(6)). 

24. Raîher than financing a resettlement component or integrating the resettlement 
program into the design and preparation of the project, the Banks have instcad treated 
resettlement as separate fiom the civil works aspect of the Project and they have placed 
primary responsibility for financing resettlement ‘on the government of Argentina. In 
addition, îhe Banks failed to ensure that Argentina or EBY had the institutionai capacity 
to implement a resettlement program. The Banks also ignored the lack of political will: 
the majority of displaced people live in Paraguay, yet Argentina is being asked to provide 
hundreds of millions of dollars in compensation. Not surprisingly, Argentina has refused 
to provide its agreed counterpart funáing for environmental and Social mitigation. 

25. ”he Banks have consistently failed to correct the compliance problems. 
Specifically, Loan 3520-AR was approved after the issuance of clear policy guidance on 
resettlement, and after ample opportunity to learn fiom past financing mistakes, but again 
the World Bank failed to properly incorporate the resettlement component into the 
project. Wzie S A R  for Loan 3520-AR estimated that the total Resaement and 
Environmentai Management Program would cost $720 million dollars. However, the 
Bank only provided $9 million to cover the costs of studies and technical assistance. 
(SAR, IBRD Loan 3520-AR, p. 33 and Annex 2.2, para 2). This handssff approach 
allowed the project to bc built without taking financial responsibility for mitigating the 
impact on people and their environment. 

\ 
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26. As part ofthe 1992 World Bwk loan, the Banks also required that EBY establish 
aii Envimnmental Trust Fund with the proceeds froin the sale of electricity, to fwd 
environmental mitigation md resettlement. This T m t  Fund has not been mated. The 
S t d f  Appraisal Report for IBRD Loan 3520-AR stated that: 

Given t h ~  underlying importance of satisfactorily coxnpletíng the 
Kese#lement and Envuonmentaì Management programs nquired for 
different reswvoir operation levels, during negotiations EBY agreed to 

Environmental Trust Fund on t e m  and conditions satisfactory to the 
Bank by depositing therein the amounts necessary to ñnance in a h e l y  
manner ail activities under these programs and for the Arroyos protection 
works, such amounts to be dei-ived h m  the sales of electricity or any 
other source and be at least USS18.3 million in 1995, USS60.9 million in 
1996, USa101.6 million in 1997, and USS20.7 million in 1998; 
withdrawah &om these accounts would be made exclusively to finance 
these activities. (Para. 2.16). 

Fstablish by November I, 1994, aut& thereaftu, maintain bz1 

27. The failure of the Bank to take responsibility for or supervise the development of 
a Resettlement plan has resuited in concrete hardship and violations of the rights and 
interests of &kctcd persons. Afftcted peopie did not have meauingfiil participation and 
consultation in the design or implementation of the EBY resettlement plan, violating OD 
4.30 paras. 3(c) and 8 and Part C2(b)(5) of the IDB’s StCategies and Procedures on Socio- 
Cultural Issues as Mated to the Environment. Most of the claimants were denied any 
reasonable choice h m  among several reasonable resettlement alternatives, again 
violatk3q OD 4.30. For examplc, severai of the claimants were told by EBY that they 
could accept the resettianent home being offered or cash compensation, but the cash 
compensation would not be paid for a year or two and the assessment upon which the 
level of compensation was based undervalued their homes. 

28. The Banks have failed in their duty to ensute that persons resettled by the project, 
including the claimants, improve or at least maintain their standards of living. in fact, 
resettled persons have suffered financial losses and the destruction of their way of life. 
They have not participated in the development benefits of the project. Then has been a 
noticeable lack of the “intense Bank monitoring” required throughout project execution, 
as required by the DB’s Strategies and Procedures on Socio-Culturai Issues as Related to 
the Environment (Part C2(c)(6)). 

29. The claimants have not been compensated adequately for the impacts on their 
liveliboals. The ctaizxmts must now depend on odd jobs, while before they were owners 
and managers of their own businesses, independent and sufficient to assure that they ate 
well, and that their chilàren couid study. Their eníire communities and social fabric have 
been disrupted. Before, they lived in a neighborhood with a small-scak system of 
pduction and a social fabric that they themselves determined, for example chipa (bread) 
baking, pastry making, carpenters who worked with the ceramicists, riverine carpeattrs 
who worked with fisherfolk, and plumbers. Now, they live far fiom thek former clients 
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or places of empioyment, and at the same time their cost of living has gone up: they have 
to pay €or transportation to their jobs, their children do not have a regular school bus and 
therefore mius? pay bus fare to g? to school, they must psy for their water supply, 
electricity bills are expensive, and they have lost their basic source of food (fish). People 
whose livelihood have k e n  threatened or destroyed, such as ceramists, launderers, bread 
bakers, aod fishermen have no: received adequate retraining that would allow them t~ 
shift to a new mehd of earning a Living. The social consequences have been p v e ,  8s 
neighborhoods have been lost and traditional ways of life destroyed. This vioiatcs the 
IDB’s Strategies and Procedures on Socio-Cultural Issues as Related to îhe E n h m k  
which states that relocation efforts must be designed to 8ssure the long-term economic 
Viability of the new communities . . . and the overall increase ir, income levels and 
socioeconomic well-’being of the resettled population.” (Part C2(b)(7)). 

30. In addition to displacement, people affected by the project have suffered fiom the 
rising water table, which has destroyed crops, flooded s8nitation systems and 
contaminated drinking water wells. The impacts of the rising water table forced the 
inhabitanis of Isla del Medio to abandon their lands. Residents of the barrios Santa Rosa, 
M’boi Cae and Barril Paso in Encarnacion have also sufEered damage from the rising 
water table, without compensation or assistance from EBY. Photographs showing the 
watcr table seeping through lad, contaminating wells and impacting latrines arc all 
attached to the claim. 

31. The claimants have been manipulated and pressured by EBY, and do not believe 
that EBY has developed a fair or equitable system of compensation. The determination 
of benefits has been inconsistent, and the claimants have not had a clear understanding or 
explanation of the entitlements available. They have not received adequate compensation 
to cover the losses suffered as a result of the project, and in mauy cases have not been 
compensated for their losses in advance of the move. The lack of a hmcwork that meets 
Bank standards has also deprived them of the ability to negotiate fairly with EBY, which 
has stated to afFkctcd persons that it is bound only by the tem of Paraguayan law in 
dctemïnhg compensation. 

32. In acidition, EBY has failed to compensate some of the claimants for the loss of 
súuctures of economic importance. One of the claimants owned a carpentry shop a d  
was able to support his family. When EBY resettled him, it fáiled to do anything about 
bis workplacre. Now he has diflticulty working, and cannot pay theelectricity bills. His 
granddaughter cannot go to school because he does not have money to pay the 200 
guaranies per day ($1) for bus fare. He has tried to speak with Social workers fiom BY, 
without any resolution. Now, he says “I am so desperate that I will now have to sell my 
tools, which are my only means of work.” 

33. Another claimant owned a butcher shop in his old neighborhood, and w q  able to 
make a living selling meat to his customers. When he was relocated, his family of 8 was 
moved from a house with 5 rooms, a kitchen and a storeroom to a house with only two 
bedrooms, forcing the family to crowd together. EBY told him that they would 
compensate him for the cost of building a new kiosk, and he borrowed 9 million 
gUaranies for his small business ($4,500). However, EBY has failed to reimburse him for 
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the debt incurred to move his business. in addition, he has fbcr  customers in the IEW 
neighborhood and pian only sell a Eraction of what he used to. Two of his four chiidren 
had to leave school because thk I could not afford to pay for transportation. He has 
complained i? the past, but now feels that it docs no good, tkat he has no rights and 
nowhere to go. 

34. The health problems caused by the mervoir are quite serious. The reservok is an 
ideal habitat for vectors that transmit malaria, lei- * c. schistosamiasis and other 
diseases. Records of the Ministry of Health and Weif' of Paraguay (1990,1992,1994, 
Seventh Sanitary Region) show that illnesses related to the reservoir are among the most 
common cause of hospital visits. Examples include diarrhea, anemia, parasitic diseases, 
skin diseases (piodexmitis and ectopmitosis), and stress-related disorders such as 
cefàica (recurrent headache), epigasüaìgia (heartburn) and dispepsia (digestive 
imbalance). Since the filling of the reservoir, people living in the arca have complrtined 
increasingly of feveq this symptom must be investigated because it may indicate the 
presence of diseases associated with stagnant water. Water quality problems an anoíhcr 
cause of diseases and will be the source of the most important heaiîh problems in the 
Îuture if appwpxke measures are not taken. Some of the claimants have d e r e d  fiom 
reservoir-related diseases and ail of the claimants face an increased risk of these diseases 
in the futun=. There are inadequate heakh centers to attend to the needs of the affkcted 
people. Sanitation has been adversely impacted by the rising w& table, which has 
fouled latrines and contaminated well water. Finally, the fouling of the resavoir and 
disruption of fish migration has also impacted the food security of the af€éctd 
populations, with related impacts on health and nutrition. These healîh impacts were not. 
conSidmd s&iciently in the Environmental Assessment process, and local populations 
wcn not consulted adequately. in addition, the Banks have failed to supervise or monitor 
the Borrow's and beneficiary's performance on the mitigation of health impacts. 

- 

C. 

35. The islands on the Parana river, now flooded or transformed by the Y w t á  
project, were part of the traditional temtory of the Mbya Guarani Indigenous People. 
Many of them left Isla Yacyretá in 1987 because of the construction of the dam, most of 
them were Later relocated to a tract of land of 370 hectares, in a place cailed Pindo, This 
tract of land is bisected by National Highway 1 and by the main power transmission line 
running from Trinidad to Ayolas. Even though, as stated by William Partridge of the 
World Bank, they were given title to a piece of land "for the first time", these people 
really lost their traditional temtory which covered tens of thousands of hectares of 
diverse ecorystens, rich ir, frizzxi md flora, and their livelihoods wese completely 
changed in the process of moving from the Island. 

36. The Mbya f d e s  from the island were moved to the reserve at Pindo and placed 
with other groups of Mbya whose original habitats and cultural development was 
diffennt. The land they were allocated is inadquate to support those families currently 
living there, due to its small size and limited natural resources. Some of them have been 
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retumhg to the portion of Isla Yacyretá not flooded by the nservoir, which, according to 
the National Constitution of Paraguay, they can legally claim 81s their o m  Independent 
anthropological a d  ecological studies necd to be &ed out to evaluate and modor the 
situation at Findo in the context of the environmental limitations, the rights of the Mbya 
as indigenous p p l e s  and the survival of their cultual heritage. It is also critical to 
address the qucstioa that the remaining portion of isía YaCyreth, which has been 
desiglosted by EñY as a compensatory reserve, is p r t  of the constitutionally rccognhd 
traditionaí territory of the Mbya people. in addition, them was no naI participation by 
the h4bya people in the decision about their destination, nor were they given alterdves 
they could choose fiom. SOBREVIVENCïA has rqeakdly dsdthtu CMC~DIS about 
the treatment of the indigenous communities in correspondence and meetings with the 
World Bank and the IDB. For example, these conccms arc summarized in a letter to Mr. 
Serageldin of Septembr 26,1995, a copy of which is attached to the claim. 

V. 

A. 

37. The Environmental Assessment of the Project was flawed in many ways, 
including the f'ailurc to ensure the meaningful participation of affected persons and 
concernedNGOs. The Environmental Assessment was not funded by IBRD until 1991, 
although construction had begun in 1984. The SAR for h a n  3520 acknowledges that the 
1% Environmenîal Assessment did nothing more than compile and synthesize the 
findings of earlier environment-related studies on the Project ( S a  IBRD Loan 3520- 
AR, Annex 2.7, Attachment 2, para. 2). Although the S A R  states that the draft EA and 
EMP wen "submitted for review to interested NGOs", in fact the process excluded NGO 
participation and was structured in such a way that the NGO review could not be 
mcaninnful. For example, representatives of EBY sent SOBREVIVENCIA the 
En+ronmcntaî Management Plan and the Resettlement and Rehabilitation Plan on May 
26,392; the documents arrived on May 2gh, and the stated deadline for comments was 
May 31.. Two days is obviously an unrealistic time h m e  for NGO participation. 
SOBREvIVENCIA noted its objection to the process in several letters, which are 
attached to this claim. When meetings were arranged to discuss the plans, EBY failed to 
provide NGOs with the necessary documentation ahead of time that would have allowed 
them to have meaningfui participation. Thirteen NGOs prepared a Declaration dticizhg 
the Environmental Assessment process, and sent the declaration with a letter outlining 
their concerns to Lewis Preston, President of the World Bank, on July 20,1992. They 
did not receive a response to this letter. 

38. In addition to the procedural problems, the EA also failed to adequately consider 
severai important substantive aspects of the project, including the impacts on the Ana 
Cua branch of the Rio Parana, the need for adequate compensatory reserves (discussed in 
more detail in the section on Wildlands), the removal of vegetation, the impacts on the 
water table, the impacts on fish migration both upstream and downstream, the 
development of environmental management plans for Encarnacion and Carmen del 
Parana, and the lack of baseline environmental data. 
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39, Drspite these flaws, the Environmental Assessment concluded that signiffca8t 
adverse environmental and social impacts were associated with raising the water level to 
83 meters ;as1 and that keeping the reservoir at 76 meters as1 would have “signifï~8W 
advantages from an environmental and resettlement standpoint” and would “significantly 
reduce environmental mitigation costs.” (Env. Assessmat Summary, SecM92-674, 
paras. 53-54). These considerations, however, were subsumed beneath &e higher 
CcoIlOmic goal of drniziag output fiom the dam, even thaugh the p j t d  rannnt 
produce electrkity at a price which is competitive in the markct according to World Bank 
reviews of the project. 

1. 

40. The Ana Cua is a branch of the Rio Parana which separates Yacyrcth bland h m  
thc Oaraguayan mainian& on average it carries about one third of the total river flow at 
the Project site. As a result of the reservoir operation pian, the Ana Cua Branch would, 
according to statistical studies h e d  out on 90 years of riverflow mxds, dry up dining 
long periods, about 80% of the time on the average. Thus only when the Parana fiver flow 
is higher than the totai flow capacity of the powerhouse turbines (20% of tht time), would 
any water flow dong the 25 kilometer stretch of this î,ûûO meter wide branch betwctn the 
Ana Cua Spillway and the confiuence of the Ana Cua with the San Jose Mi branch, just 
downstream f h m  the city of Ayolas. 

41. The: consodurn of consulting companies which design4 the YacyntB project, 
CIDY, developed mitigation plans for îhe environmental hpts from the drying out of 
this channel for long periods (decomposition of organic material in isolated holes with 
stagnant water, lowaing water tables that would radically afFcct the proposed compmsatory 
reserve on Isla Yacyrctá, inhitition of the water intake of the city of Ayolas, a). This 
mitigation plan would include the implementation of small reservoirs in the Ana Cua 
channel dong the affected stretch, wiîh the ConstNction of two rock dams and the disckge 
of 50 m3h of water fiom the Ana Cua Spillway during the dry periods to mftlirtain 
minimum water quality in the channel reservoirs. in a meeting with FmLando Y a l a  the 
Environmental Director of EBY, members of S O B R E ” C I A  wen told that bien is a 
chance that the proposed mitigation plan may not bc implemented due to lack of funds. 

42. Members of SOBREVIVENCIA have also heard firom IDB officials that the 
program would likely not be implemented because it is now considcnd not to be technically . 
soun& however the proposed program is necessary for mitigation of the anticipated advuse 
impacts. According to a letter sent by EBY’s Paraguayan D m r  Joaquh Rodriguez to the 
Paraguayan Chamber of Deputies in response to thcii June 22,1995 request for Momtion 
firom EBY,, the final design for the mitigation scheme on the Ana Cua was to be developeá 
f b m  September 1,1995 to December 12,1995, and the construction of the proposed works 
was suppoised to be carried out from January 1,1996 to October 1,1996. 

. .  

2. 

43. The Bank’s Environmental Policy for Dam and Reservoir Projects notes that 
vegetation should be removed from the reservoir arcas in order to protect water quality, 
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reduce growing conditions for aqutic weeds, e r i c e  water circulation, reduce obstacles 'io 
f isbg,  and promote oxygen distribution. (OD 4.00, Amex B, para. 5 )  The Executive 
Summary to IDB Loan RG/OOM notes specifically that the islands are designated for 
biomass ïernc~val, among other places. Photographs attached to the claim clearly 
dmionstrate the lack of biomass removai on the islands. 

44. World Banrk officials have told Sobrevivencia that the lack of removal of most of 
the vegetation mass in the nsmoir would not pose any problem to waîer quality in tbc 
reservoir bccarise the axgngg turnover period of the water in the lake is only a few days. 
Reliance on an average figure is misleading, however, because the turnover period varies 
widely in diaerent aseas of the lake. This tumover period in the areas of the old river 
channels is only a few hours, while in other areas, for example the bays dong the coast ami 
the islands, the water hardiy moves at all. 

45. Also, bank officials noted that the removal of vegetation mass was carried out 
according to what was established in the Environmental Mitigation Plans. Unless tha has 
been some change since the mitigation pian was approved, those plans state that all of the 
tail stanáing forests in the lake had to be removed; and so fkr only one tenth of these fonsts 
have been removed, while there arc extensive areas where the trees were left dying, their 
trunks in the water. The mitigation plan also stated that all of the vegetation in stagnaut 
areas had to be removed, as well as ail of the vegetation around the prban areas. In many 
areas observed by SOBREVIVENCIA on the Paraguay side, including the Paraguayan 
coast h m  the end of the right Iaterai dam to San Cosmc; the Yacyretá Island from the area 
of Ka'aguy Hh, in the middle of the island, to its eastern end; the entire area of Taiavera 
Islane and ail of the numerous isiands in the "Canal de los Jesuitas" (the river channel that 
separates Yacyretá and Taiavexa Islands), there has been no removai of vegetati& 
Nonetheless, Bank technicians arc apparentiy satisfied with the work, when EBY clearly 
did not carry out the vegetation rcmovai plans specified in the Environmental Management 
Plan of 1992. This demonstrata the Banks' failure to supenkc the project, which is also 
discussed in Part VI. 

46. Variations in water table levels on the Paraguayan side of the reservoir have not 
been Hssessfd adequately. There should be a study of the impact on the water table north of 
the right lateral dam due to the damming effect on ground water produced by the cement- 
bentonite wall under the dam. Studies on the impact of this channel on the ground water 
*&le laex;i 00 be carried out. In addition, impacts on the water table dong the coam aft!x 
reservoir must be Camed ouf especially in the urban areas. 

4. 

47. The lack of fiicilities for UU: migration of fish downstream necessitates that the fish 
must either p a  through the turbiies or over the spillways (if they arc operating), which has 
resulted in the death of a great number of fish. Press clippings attached to the claim indicate 
that there have been large fish kills 8s a result of the dam. in adâition, the facilities for fish 
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migration upstream are extremely inefficient, when they function. The €zxviîîmami 
impact Assessment failed to adequately consider the impart of the dam on &%ory fish 
species and failed to develop mitigation techriques which were appropriate to the Rio 
P¿XZUUl. 

48. There are severai migratory fish species in the Rio Parana that arc being haaned 
by the Project. Some of these species migrate both upstream and downstream, two or 
thee +&es during ?heir lifetimes. TDt Project has incorporated very expensive 
technology which is inappropriate for the river. The k h  devatom, which cost $30 
mi!!ion, only transport fish upstream. Even if the fish elevators operateci properly, Bank 
officials have acknowledge6 that at best only 7% of the fish seeking to migrate upstream 
past the dam would be îransported by the fish elevators. Fish which must thea migrate 
back downstream are forced to navigate the turbines or the spillway, resulting in high ñsh 
mortality. The World Bank’s Project Completion Report for Loans 175142 and 2998- 
AR notes that “Since Bank preparatiodappraisal missions did not include resettlement 
and environmental specialists, the flaws were not detected in many cases. For example, a 
fish passage facility was based upon the consultants’ knowledge and experience with fish 
migration!! on the Columbia River in North America, where, upon reaching upstream 
areas, the fsh immediately die after spawning. in the case of the Parana River, however, 
fish tend ta return to the sea and, therefore, it would be desirable that facilities pennit 
passage downstream as well. This aspect was not considered” (PCR, Loans 1761-AR 
and 2998-AR, para 4.25). 

49. ï h e  claimants also question the accuracy of the &ta kept by EBY. Aithough 
EBY claims that the fish elevators run every hour, they have not been in use during any 
of the five visits that members of SOBREVIVENCIA have made to the dam. In fact, 
during a visit by members of the Paraguayan National Commission for the Defensc of 
Natraal Resources on July 5,1995 the operator of the elevator said that the last traasfer of 
fish had occurred just half an hour before their arrivai, but the elevator was completely 
dry. When the members of the delegation checked the logbook uscd to rccord físh 
transfer data, they found that the operator had already recorded data for the followhg 
&Y. 

50. On a subsequent visit to îhe dam site, members of SOBREVWENCIA discussed 
the reservoir and the fish with one of the people who had been displaced &om Isla 
Yacyrct6. He and his family were farmers on Isla Yacyretá and owned 150 head of d e .  
However, when the land was flooded, the money his father received in compensation 
was only enough to buy a small house in San Cosme. They were unable to buy enough 
land to support the cattle or maintain their lifestyle as fanners. He has therefore turned to 
fishing to provide food for his family, although there is no market where he can sell any 
additional fish that he catches. He told members of SOBREVIVENCIA that many fish 
species that used to live in the river had disappeared. When askcd about the fish 
elevators, he stated that they only run when people fiom the World Bank visit the dam. 
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5. Need i. 
51. Adequate environmental management plans must be developed for the cities of 
Encmcion and canrien del Par,?a, including management plans for the Quiteria, Mimi 
W e  and Tacua~y rivers, in order to assure water quality and avoid pubtic hdth risks in 
thcsc Urtan areas, surrounded by mostiy stagmnt reservoirwater. 

to C m  Surveys; Flawed -. . .  6. 

52. The Banks failed to assess adequately the biodiversity at the Project site befort 
filling the reservoir, despite repeated requests fkom NGOs. The survey of flora and fauna 
made by the Centro Paraguayo de Datos was apparentiy limited to a survey of s w d  
species of vertebrates, particularly large mammals and birds in danger of extinction. The 
Banks are therefore operating on extremely limited knowledge of the naturaî biodiversity 
that has been destroyed, which will hinder efforts to protect similar M S Y S ~ ~ S .  OD 4.0, 
h e x  B1, para 3 notes that “Biotic surveys are normally esscntiai . . . . Loss of wildlife 
may be mitigated by including elmhere in the counúy a wildlands management arca 
equivalent to the inundated tract” The language requiring equivaient wildlands elsewhere 
in the country affected is especially relevant in this case, as the Banks and EBY are seeking 
to concentrate their efforts at mating compensatory ~ t s ~ v t s  in Argtntiaa, while Paraguay 
has lost the majority of the wildlands to the project. 

53. The i n e f f d  approach to categorizing the fauna and flora to be impacted is also 
reflected in the Banks’ attempt to rescue threatened animals. The focus was almost 
exclusively on charismatic megafáuna, and amountecl to little more than an attempt to 
manipulate public opinion, The few animais that were “rescued“ &m the flooded islands 
wcm not placeá in suitable replacement reserves, and tbeir survivai was unlikely. The Chief 
of the Environmmtai Unit at the World Bank clarified the objectives of the animal racue 
program in 8 quote on the Canadian Broadcasting Company’s documentary on Yacyrcák 
“The animal rescue program has in large part achieved its objectives. The rescue of 
individual animais makes good television, makes good propaganda for the project to show 
that they’ve irnade an effort to rescuc monkeys, rescue deer and whatnot But in terms of the 
impact upon biodiversity, the impact upon ecological d u e s  that wc ali share, its impact is 
minimal.” A visit to the flooded islands as recentiy as July 1996 found sûanded monkeys 
clingiag to trees above the water. 

\ 

54- Finally, we believe that this casuai approach to sweying and protecîing ~ t ~ ~ a i  
rc?;o~~lces to be impacted may also extend to the ;mpacts on cultural property. The project is 
loczd in an area that has a rich cultural histxy, and World Bank policy quires that tht 
Bank “assist in the protection and enhancement of culturai properties.” OPN 11.03. We 
request that the Inspection Panel evaluate the extent to which this policy has been cornpiid 
wizh. 

B. Wildlands. 

55. The project destroyed wildlands without establishing adequate compensatory 
reserves, thus violating the Bank‘s policy on Wildlands (OPN 11.02). The policy 
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specifically recognizes that'hydroelectric projects have significant adverse impacts on 
wildlands. It states that such projects shodd contain wildland components and that those 
components need to be incorporated early in the project cycle, adqwtely financed by the 
Bank, and supervised to emure that the components are protected in fact rather than 
simply on paper. The policy also requires the protection of an ecologicalIy similar area 
and that ampnsatoq wildands management areas should be no d e r  than îhe 
wildand area converted by t!!e project. All of these policy prescriptions have beem 
k-olated h this case. Bank docurirents recognize that of the 107,600 hectares of land to 
be inundated in addition to thc existing riverbed, 105,300 would be classified as natural 
ecosystems little touched by human activity which retain the great majority of their native 
plant and animal species. 
Nonetheless, the creation of compensatory reserves has been illusory. The EBY and the 
Banks claim that six compensatory reserves have been created. However, in most cases 
they have failed to actuaily acquire title to the lands, and the areas are not being 
protected. 

. 

(IDB loan RG-0004, Executive Summary, para 4.5). 

56. While approximately 80,000 hectares of land arc to be inundated in Paraguay, only 
9,000 hectares of compensatory reserves have been designated by EBY in Paraguay, on the 
extreme western edge of Isla Yacyreta Although that area is an extremely important 
ecosystem, it can hardly be considered protected, given that it is c m d y  being degraded 
by cattie graPng, burning of grasslands, and slash and bum agxiculm in forested ~ ~ a t s .  In 
addition, wiîhin the boundaries of this "reserve" arc a military base, an international 
highway, 8 large unregulattd garbage dump for the city of Ayolas, and an area that has been 
destroyed by borrow pits for the wnsûuction of the dam. This last atea is the oniy part of 
the resave that is currently owned by EBY. The rest is privately owI1cd. "h rare arary 
forest remaining on Isla Yacyreîá, which is one of the most important emsystems needing 
ptotectiOn, will also be tbreatencd by the drying out during long periods of the Aua Cua 
Branch, once the t u r b i i  are functionllig, if the planned program for mitigating this 
problem is not irnplcmentcá. Arary trees are an endangenxi species. 

57. The wildauds policy specifically notes thaî there must be effective management on 
the ground, not simply on paper. "Paper parks", which exist only on a legal document or a 
map and not on the ground, are vuinerabk to colonists and resource erdraction. Wildland 
management objectives have to be translated into specific measures with a budget for their 
implemensation. These mc8sures include hiring and ûaining of personnel, provision of 
necessary iníktmcture and equipment, development of a scientifìcallj! sound management 
plan fbr each particular wildland, and a policy environment - legai, economic and 
institutional - which supports the wildland preservation objective. (OPN 1 1.02, para 17). 

58. World Bank oíñciais agreed with these conccms rcgarcüng îhe extremely urgent 
need for effective protective measures, mentioning that EBY was planning on supplying 
guards. But this cannot be considered adequate because the land has not been purchased by 
EBY. S0BREVl"CIA has urgently suggested, several times, that first, the land should 
be purchased immediately. Second, all of the small fâmcrs should be adquately 
compensateci and moved. Third, ail of the cattle should be moved, and fourth there should 
be put in place a program for ecological restoration of the complete 9,000 hcctans, 
including the complete removal of the garbage dump. Finally, it is also critical to address 
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&e question that this Iand is pârt of the cmstitutionally recogsized traditiod temtory of 
the Mbya people. 

59. The proposed YabebyIy Reserve and the “Refugio Faunistko” Atinguy lie within a 
prqmed irrigation and drainage scheme developed by the Japaacse Intematioxd 
Cooperatian W c y  (JTci). EBY was onginally committed to buy a total of more than 
41,OnO hectares in îhe headwattr area of the Yabebyxy river, to establish a compensatory 
reserve. Later, EBY transferred this responsibility to the government of Paraguay, which 
has desigmted an area of 30,000 hectares in this zone as part of the proposed National 
System of Protected Areas (SRNASIP). This land is still under private property and 
exploited as cattle ranches. Besides, this tract that does not include some of the most 
important ecorystems that could assure the survival of some of the wildlife to be released 
there. 

60. A scientific team Yom SOBREVIVENCIA has identified as well an area of about 
10,000 hectares of gallay forests along the Athguy river on the Paraguayan mainland 
downstream fiam the Ana Cua Branch which should be included among the compensatory 
reserve areas for Yacyret& because it contains important and fairly well preserved examples 
of ecosystems lost by reservoir flooding. 

61. The Cerro Yvyku’i Sand Dunes used to be the highest point on Isla Yacyret4 and 
they have ipartiaily survived the filling of the reservoir at 76 m The protection of these 
dunes, representing a unique ecosystem very rich in biodiversity must be assured Most of 
these dunes are still above water level with the present reservoir level, but if the reservoir is 
elevated above 78 meters, they wili disappear. Protection measures against the action of 
waves must be undertaken immediately. 

62. Argentine side. The proposed reserve areas of Apipe Grande and Apipe chico 
would be in most part flooded by the reservoir ofthe Itati-Itacora bmtional Hydroelectric 
project, downstream h m  Yacyretá, near the confluence of the Parana and the Paraguay 
nvers, while the proposed reseme areas of Teyd Cuare and Campo San Juan would be 
partially fldd by Uie C ~ ~ ~ ~ s - I t a c u a  reservoir. 

C. e with -. 
63. Finally, the World Bank and the iDB should both be,responsible for not 
un- the objectives of global environmental agreements. in fst, OMS 2.36 states 
that the World Bank “will not fínance projects that contravene any hternatiod 
cnvirorxnaitaí agreement to which the member country concerned is a party.” (para. 9(d)). 
Paraguay i!! a “member party concerned” and is a party to the Convention on Biological 
Diversity and other international environmental agreements such as the Climate Changq 
Convention. The violations of the wildland policy described above, the failure to survey or 
preserve biotic information, and the failure to mitigate the impacts on fish migration ali 
constitute BL systematic disregard for the impact of the project on biodiversity, and certainly 
undermine the goals of the Biodiversity Convention to conserve and sustainably use 
biological diversity. 



VI. 

64. ûD 13.05 st2tes quite clearly that project supervision is one of the Bank's most 
important activities and that its purposes include (a) ensuring that the borrower implements 
the project with due diligence to achieve the agreed development objectives and Ui 
conformity wiîh &e loan agreements; (b) to prwmpdy identi8 problems as they and 
help the lmmwer to resolve them, and to modi@ as necessary the project concept and 
design; and (c) PO cancei a project if its continuation is no longer justified. Tñe OD &o 
notes that there should be coordination with the borrower's monitoring and dmtion of 
the pmjm (detailed in OD 10.70). The Yacyreth HydroeieCtnc Project is a clear example 
where Bank supervision and monitoring was essential, particularly in light of the 
institutional weakness of the implementing agency. By failing to take an active role to 
actually correct the problems with implementation of the social and environmental 
components of the project, the Banks have allowed the project to siray drastically off- 
c o m ,  with the co~uenccs  bme by the local affected communities. For example, OD 
13.05 notes that multipurpose hydroelectric projects, which p d  in stages and begin to 
product benefits before the investment stage is complete, quire infomistionaí fdback 
relating to benefit distribution which could "lead to changes in the project during 
implementation." Rather than change the project to d u c e  the enhnmcntaî and social 
impacts in light of repeated violations of loan agreements and project documents, the Banks 
changed the project to allow the borrower to de;lay implementation of these neglected 
components. 

65. Findy, the Banks did not adequately exercisc their medics when the bomwr 
failed to comply with project conditions. (OD 13.05, para. 41). In particular, the Banks 
h u i d  have suspended &bursement on îhe project when tht environmental and social 
components were consistently violated. (OD 13.40). Altcmatively, they should have 
ensured that the Bomwcr and EBY were adequately implementing the envimnmental and 
social mitigation required for the project, through direct nnancin& spewision, and either 
the exmise of remedies or the threatened exercise of medies. The fdm to provide co- 
financing and the complete failure to adequately implemeat the environment d 
resettlement programs should have triggere more oversight and monitoring, and the 
continued failure ova many years should have ais0 Id-the Banks to consider pulling out of 
the Project. 

. .  MI. -vev-. . 
'66. We believe the actions and omissions described above are the rcsponsibility of the 
World E& Intcr-herican Development Bank and EBY. We have met with and 
corresponded with each of these entities in our attempts to resolve the problems. Copies 
of correspondence and summaries of meetings are attached to this c l h .  Despite 
repeated attempts by concerned citizens, members of congress and NGOs to raise 
questions and concerns about the status of the project, the Banks and EBY either failed to 
respond or indicated thaî the project was proceeding in a satisfactory m e r .  Copies of 
responses we have received fiom the Banks are also attached to this claim. 
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VIiI. Conclusipn. 

67. For the reasons detailed above, we respectfidiy request that the World Bank 
Inspection Panel and the IDB Investigation Mechanism conduct thorough investigations 
into the violations of IBRD and IDB policies that occurred and continue to occur in the 
design and implementatuin * of the Yacyretá Hydroelectric Project. We also ask the Panel 
te advise the Bank on any remedies which should be implemented to compensate the 
p p l e  affected by ?he Project fully for the harms they have suffered a o result of 
inadequate cenvironmental and social mitigation. At a minimum, this should k lu& 
provisions for the mation of compensatory reserves, adequate compensation for people 
who have been and will be resettled, fall financial compensation and retraining for those 
who have suffered impacts to their livelihood, consideration of the current water level in 
the reservoir arid possible unanticipated impacts that nay require mitigation, purchase 
and prokction of compensatory wildlands, and a prohibition on raising the reservoir untii 
the responsible parties cat demonstrate the capacity, willingness and nnanCi 
commitment to actually meet environmentai and social mitigation needs. ïhe structuring 
of remedies should be done in h i 1  consuitation with affected people, and should not be 
considered adquatc until the affected people have been fully compensated for the losses 
they have suffered and will suffer in the future as a result of this project. Privatizaton 
should also not proceed without adequate legal safeguards regarding reservoir level, 
monitoring of the impact of the reservoir level on the heaith and well-óeing of affected 
populations and the environment, an environmental impact assessment of the impact of 
privatization, and the meeting of the minimum standards which have already been 
violated. There should be an evaluation of the economic rationale behind privatization, 
and the implications for dam-af€ected people and the environment. ûîher altematives 
shmid ais0 be fully evaiuated, including dismantling the dam or operating the Y@ 
reservoir at a lower level than the projected 83 meters asl. 

68. We therefore believe that the above actiondomissions which are conhrary to the 
above policies or procedures have materially and adversely affected our rights/interests 
and request the Panel to recommend to the Board’s Executive Directors that an 
investigation. of these matters bc carried out in order to resolve the problem. 

Attachments: Yes. 
- 

We authorize you to make this Request public. \ 
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ARGENTIINA - Second Yacyretá Hydroelectric Project 
(Lns, 285eAR and 3520-m) 
Management Response to the Request for Inspection 

1. 
concuning the above-referenced project, the impiementation of which is m d y  
supportad by two Bank loans. The attached Response has been prepared in close 
coordinatic11; with the I n t e r - h e r b  Development Bank, and addresses ail of the issues 
raised in the Request. In our response, we provide supporting evidence and details to 
demonstrate that the Bank has not been remise in complying with our policies for such 
operations. In particular, the response highlights the thoroughness of the Environmental 
Assessment in identifying environmental risk and mitigation measures. 

2. The: crux of the matter is that not everything has gone, nor will go, pwfactly w d  
and there are sti l l  large uncertainties in completing the operation. This has to do with the 
planned privatization and the need to complete a very substantial resettlement component 
prior to filling the reservoir to the next levels - 78 meters above sea levei (d) and 83 
masl. For lhe works done to date and the ñliing to the 76 d level, while there have 
been deiays, there is little evidence of harm having bem done to the affected parties. The 
next major hurdle is a decision to be taken on privatization: that wiil detmnine what 
happens next. in our response, we stress that the Bank has adequate sdbguards to ensure 
that ail resettlement and environmental mitigation measures are implemented bcfon raising 
the reservoir above the elevation 76 masl, regardless of who operates the Yacyrctá 
complex. 

Or, October 1,1996, the Inspection Panel registered a Request for Inspection 

cc: Mesmb./Mnea.: Kaji Koch-Weser (dr] (EXC); Shihata, Ri80 (LEGVP); Alexander 
(OPRDR); Burki, Ody (LACVP); Ecevit (LATSO); Nankani 
(LAIDR); Augusto, Hagerstrom (LAlC2); Fab, de Franco (oh), 
Klockner, Jadnjevic (LAITU); Oliver (LAlER); Collell, Molnar 
(LEGLA) 
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inter-herkan Development Bank 
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Operational Policy Note 
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ARGENTINA 

SE(S0lQIl YACYRETA HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT 

REQUEST FOE( XNSPECTION: MANAGEMENTRmPONSE 
i 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 
concdng thc Yacyrctá Hydroelectric Project, the implementation of which is currently 
nipported by two Bank loans. The Request was submitted by SobrevivmCidFrimds of 
the Euth, 1 non-governmental o r g h t i o n  (NGO) based ¡n Paraguay. An identical 
RsquW has been presented to the Investigation Mechanism of the Inter-American 
Development :Bank OB). This Managemat Response has becn preparad in close 
cowdidon with the IDB, and has been formulated to address all of the issues raised and 

On October 1,1996, the PhPpecton Panel registered a Request for Inspestion 

allegatkms made m the Request. ' .  

Eligibility issuer 

1.2 Thete are certain eligibfity questions reiating to the Request that are important to 
mph8s¡zc in the light of the requirements of the Board Resolution establishing the Panel: 

(a) Bank managanent is addressing the Request primarily in the context of 
Loan 2854-AR (which is 75% disbursed); other loans atad in the Request 
have either been M y  disbursed and closed long before the Request was 
filed (Lns. 1761-AR and 2998-AR), or have been substantially disbursed 
(Ln. 3520-AR, currently 98% disbursed), thus falling outside the scope of 
the Panel's jwisdiction (see Board Rtsolution, para. 14 (c)). Note, 
however, that the legal documents for Loan 2854-AR were amended in 
1994 to incOrporate provisions relating to Loan 3520-AR project act¡Vitks; 
thow provisions pertain in part to the environmental mitigation and 
resettlement plans addressed at length in the Management Response. 

In a depruhire fiom the terms of Board Resolution, para. 12, the Request is 
not Being filed "by an a6kcted party in the territory of the Borrower." The 
Borrower with respect to Bank loans for the Yacyrctá Project is the 
Argentine Republic, whereas Sobrevivencia and the individuals it claims to 
represent are all Paraguayan. Nevertheless, in the unique urcumsîancts of 
this casc, where there is binational execution of the project and where the 
physid impact of the project occurs mostly in the territory of the nationai 
putner that happens not to be the borrower, Management understads the 
pragmatic inter& in applying the Board Resolution ñcxibly on this puis. 

' (b) 
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(C)I It is happrophte’ror Sobrevivencia to have filed the Rqiest  partly on its 
o m  beW, for there is no allegation that the NGO has suffered or d 
s&er a material adverse effect as a result of alleged Bank policy violations. 
Consequently, the NGO is not an afftcted party according to Board 
-pant. 12. NevertheleyMonagemtntr~~esthat,asrlocrl 
Paraguayan NGO, Sobrevivencia can Sle the Request in rcpremtat%n of 
bue affected parties (e.g., Pamguayan individuals for whom specific hann 
rllqplioas m made). 

(d:) The identity of those individuals that Sobrevivencia claims to represent is 
being held confidential by the Panel at the request ofthe NGO. Althoufi 
the Board Resolution itselfdoes not address the issue of claimant 
anonymity, Management understands that there have been Panel precedents 
in this regad. Nevertheleas, it is important to note that such anonymity 
imposes serious constraints on Management’s ability to respond íbUy to the 
Reqgest, particularly with reganl to issues, vital in the context of respectUig 
the tenns of the Board Resolution, such as scope of the alleged harms, 
exhaustion of remedies, seriousness of aileged violations and causation. 
Management is responding as best it can to the Request despite the 
claimants’ anonymity, but we urge the Panel to take these co-ts ins0 
account when assessing whether the Request meets the &gi%%ty criteria 
required by the Board Resolution. 

The Mamaganent Response 

1.3 
ixnplunentation of the project which have also been of conccrn to Management. The 
Second YicyrctB Hydroelectric Project is designed to complete the rcmahhg work, 
in&- resatlement and environmcntai mitigation, to enable the Yacyretá project to 
reach its fxi11 p d ~  capacity. It was recognized at appraisal, both by the Bonk and the 
IDB, u bejng a project with sîgdicant attendant risks; in the Staff Appraisal Report’, the 
three major risks associated with the project were considered to be: (a) possible 
Uilivailability of funds; (b) Mure to impiement the resettlement and environmental 
mitiption activities Mtijfactorily; and (c) Mure to implement the transmission line on 
time. 

Tlie Request raises a number of important issues concerning the design and 

1.4 
the project would bencñt íbm its continued involvement. In particular, the Bank‘s 
presence was considered crucial in overwming the project’s “stop-go” pattern of 
implunemitation and m cataiyzing improved project management and organization, 
Govemmient commitment in terms of háing, and promotion of private sector 
invdvement. Measures to address the risks were incorporated into the project’s design, 

Gm its very considerable support over a long period, the Bank concluded hat 

m ñ  NO. 106%-Aq doted Augurt 3 1.1992. 1 
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and this has ¡been translated into pmiical concern by mans of a large supervi9ion effort, 
with d c i i e n t s  for staff support five times the Bank average. 

1.5 
been further delays, patticuiarly with resettlement and enwOnmental mitigatioq azd the 
Bomwcr is not in compliance with its obligations in some areas. Most of these relateto 
mishg the ns~moir level above its present 76 meters above sea level (mas!), an event that 
has been postponed ibr &Setime being in view of budget constraints and the intention to 
complete the: project with private sector participation, through a concession for die 
operation, maintenance and marketing of energy produced by Yacyrctá to the *vate 
sector via 1 competitive process. 

1.6 
privatization scheme is fbndamcntaíly sound, provided the Yacyreti Binational Entity 
(EBY) takes) the required measures to implement the environmental and resettlement 
act¡vities rssociated with raising the reservoir levei above 76 masl. Adequate legal 
safiguards arc provided in both the Bank and IDB loans to ensure fbll compliance With 
these requinrnents. With respect to compliance with pending actions related to elevating 
the reservoir to the current operating levei of 76 -1, a time-bound Action Plan, 
supported by a Special Account, has bem put in place to complete all pending actions no 
later than Dxunbcr 1997. The pending actions are defined in Attachment A. This Action 
Pian is the subject of intensive Bank supervision. In the event that the proposed 
prhmtbdoni program is not implemented by February 1997, EBY in consultation with the 
two Govmments will propose to the Bank and IDB a plan for fiiture operation and 
flliancuig of Yacyre!tá. This plan could include the option of operating the resernoir at its 
existing lewd of 76 ml and d e f i n g  those additional investments needed to raise the 
rcsuvou to its fúll design level. 

In practice, a number of the potentiai problems foreseen have occurred; there have 

The strategy of the two governments to complete the project through the proposed 

1.7 The Request to the Panel claims that certain members of the local population have 
suffered mltd harm as a result of the Bank not following its own procedures and 
policies in the design and implementation of the project. These claims are set out in detail 
in Sadion 3, and refer to alleged fáilures in dam design, failure of the Bank to 6nance 
envkonmen~tal and resettlement activities, inadequate participation of the local population, 
fili)ures cont:&g resettlement and compensation, health problems, indigenous people, 
flaws in the Environmental Assessment, failures in project supervision, the economic cost 
of energy gtnerated at Yacyretá, and the anticipated impact of pnvatiition of the 
project’s operation, among others. 

consequences for the local population are the result of any alleged Management Golation 
of the Bank’s policies and procedures. The salient fatures of the Management Response 
are: 

1.8 we do not that &e problems ch hasve owrred and their possible 

the project made economic sense when conceived and, even though the 
CCMlomic realities have since changed, it stííl makes more sense to complete 
the project than to stop it. 

I I  I 
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, 
riu ire9ettlement and emrironmetitai mitigation activities req?fu«l prior to 
reaching the current TcsdNou: level of76 masl have ban met (except bom 
pending matters which arc bang addressed through appropnate financing and 
supdon).  

dre impacts ~fuhcreasing the operating i d  ofthe reservOirdm~ 7 ú d  
hire not yet occuflcd ímd arc covered by sdlicisnt legal covenants in full 
coiispiiana withlsuilrpoli*. 

although countcrp~ funding shortfklls have delayed project hplctnentari 'on, 
they have not caused hsnnflll impacts, precisely because the ramoir has not 
bem raised beyond its initial opel7Lhg level. 

the! delay in bcreashg the operating level of the remoir is, in part, 
attrhtabk to the Bank's supervision &om to ensure compliance whh 

esa- principle of Bank operations that the exercise of available legal 
retaedies is not I requirement but a didonary tool, to be 8ppfied d y  rffer 

res;ettlancnt and environmental management actMties, suppo*the 

otliet rcas~nable means of persuasion have firiled. . .  



2. DESCRIPTION PRESENT STATUS PROJECT 
2.1 

under an by the governments of and 
1973. objective of the project is to provide 

65 long; generation with a designed 
a passage support and a large program of 

alleviation. 
The project is about 80 down-stream of the cities of Paraguay 

The Yacyretá Hydroelectric Project is a joint venture being developed on the 

It is consisting of a large earth dam 

2.2 
1926 in connection with the of the A Technical 

was m 1958 to out studies, and the design of the 
completed in 1978. On the basis of this design, the Bank approved its first to the 

of (GOA) support of the project (Ln. 1761-AR for 
October 1979). support was provided under the Electric 

(Ln. 2998-AR $252 of which was 
to approved October 1988). Both of loans were the 
Performance Audit produced by the Operations Evaluation (OED) 
and sent to Board m June, 

origins of the project be to a joint by 

2.3 The Bank loan (Ln. 3520-AR $300 million, approved 
supports the Project which (a) to 

complete works and the first six (of an 20); 
(b) to and aspects; and (c) to encourage the 

of private capital in the project. The Bank in 1994, that 
in the loan to support the SEGBA V Power 

Project 2854-AR for $276 approved in June 1987) be used 
for The total to is $897 million. 
loan 1977, IDB has million to the project. 

2.4 
The most indicate that it be completed in with an 
delay and, an final cost of billion, a 59 percent cost 

The! project has numerous problems 

I 



price tams. '  A major procurement dispute concerning civil woiks dehyed the project's 
--up. Further delays were caused by Argentina's economic and poliucal difficulties 
th rougbt  the 1980s and the conqtent  problems of project finance. 

U 
facilties to permit increasing the number of generating units beyond twenty wete 
eliminated !?om the design in order to reduce project cost, and in the early 1990s it was 
decidad to ,s&t opedng the reswok at areduced water level of 76 meters above se8 
level (masi)#, instead of the maximum design level of 83 masl, in order to rc-phase major 
hvcstmcntz; for rescttiement, uifiastructure, environmental mitigation and land acquisition 

A niumber a€ c b g c s  were introduced in the scope of the project: h 1986, 

2.6 
pmvide the Board with periodic progress reports on project implementation. The most 
recent report, of April 17,1996, was supplemented on June 27, 1996 with the findings of 
the M a y  19% Bank superVision mission. The current status of project hplcmcntat¡on is 
rnnnmarizeii m the following paragraphs. 

When the latest Bank loan (Ln. 3520-AR) was approved, Management agreed to 

2.7 The: main civil works, and the supply and instailation of electro-mechanical 
equipment, are progressing satisfactorily and according to schedule. M& ciyd works arc 
arpected to be completed by the end of 1996. With the most recently instalkd &3CnCfating 
Unit having, been commissioned in October 1996, there are now eleven units under 
commercial o p t i o n .  While instailation of ail twenty units should be completed by mid- 
1998, operation of the reservoir at level 83 masi is not expected until January 2000. To 
complete tihc project, the following activities remain: (a) complementary works 
(rcsettlemc!nt, coastal treatment, and infrastnicture relocation works); (b) civil works for 
the protection of the Aguapey and T d  streaa~s; and (c) civil works for water flow 
control of *the AAa Cuá spillway and coastal treatment of the Apipé island. 

2.8 
Programs i(ñEMP) has been delayed because of administrative bottlenecks and budgetary 
constraints. The implementation of the REMP related to reservoir levels above 76 masi 
has ban delayed by more than two years and is currently nearly halted, mainly because of 
the Govennments' decision to hold implementation until the privatization scheme for 
Yacyrctá is approved by the Argentine and Paraguayan Congresses. The general 
economic down-turn and the contraction of public sector expenditure in Argentina in the 
wake of the ''tequiia effect" has made matters worse. Socio-economic outcomes of thc 
relocation of the population affected by operation of the reservoir at level 76 mas1 arc 
mostly satisfâctoy. 

2.9 As agreed with the Bank in May 1996, EBY has secured the funds and started 
hnplmenltation of pending actions related to raising the reservoir to level 76 mad, such as: 
(a) contract signature and starting of the construction of the 28 houses; @) compensation 
to ail Smaill bnck makers (oZertxj; and (c) Signing of contracts for the construdon of the 

The implementation of the Resettlement and the Environmental Management 

1 i -- - l .  
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communaf iinfiastriimre in. the Caragutá md Yacarey artas and ofthe drainage system in 
the Atinguy area. These activities wiU be completed by the end of 1997, thus conddhg 
the resettlement and environmental mitigation measures required for raising the 0-8 
i m l  ofthe nservóir to level 76 masl. An increase in the operating level of the rescrvOir 
above theemcat level 76 masl depends upon the Satisfkctory complet¡on ofpre-dcfbd 
prtions of the REMI', as defined in the Loan Agreement and Schedule 2 of the Project 
Agreunmt. The GOA, the Govcmmcnt of Paraguay (GOP) and the Enti& BiMcianap 
rm(E3BY) have agreed that tberewitlbeno fiuther increase mthe resemir 
elevation until the satisfactory Completion of the required envirormentd and resettlem«lt 
actions. 

2.10 As the opmting level of the reservoir has been restricted to 76 masl until 
additional fiunding for the project is secured (through privatization or direct public 
experidihirei), no nsettlement actions for increasing the operating level of the reservoir 
above 76 mad have been initiated, except for housing design and social support programs. 
The housing progmq, which involves the construction of about 2000 houses to be 
financed by IDB, is the critical dement for reaching level 78 masl. Efftvencss of the 
iDB loan nmains contingent on the appointment of consultants for engineering updating 

Bqond the requirements of the REMP, the GOP has taken the responsibility for 

and supervision of complementary worics. - .  
2.1 1 
relodon of "additional fiunilies" C.C., those fámilies that moved into the area to be 
flooded by the r emoi r  der EBYs 1990-91 census and which, therefore, arc not 
included wider EBYs REMP). Land in the Itapazo area has been acquired for this 
purpose. The bidding process for the construction of facilities for water and electricity 
supply is d e r  way under Ln. 3842-PA which includes a component of USSl.2 million to 
support rc&tlemcnt activities. The contractor w i U  be selected by December 1996, and 
the works rhould start and be completed by January 1997 and July 1997, respectkc@. In 
Encaniagóin, some of these displaced additional families are living in precarious 
conditions. On the Argentine side, the F e d d  Government has agreed to take 
responsibiity for relocation of additional f8milies (61 small brick-makers) affected by the 
present o p t i n g  level of the remir .  The GOA and EBY will provide the countapart 
fiuids to wzcss financhg available from Bank Loan 3821-AR to finance the constnict¡on 
of the 61 htouscs, which wü start before December 1996. For the relocation of these 
aunititS, EBY has made avaüable the land and has provided water, electricity and access 
roads. 

2.12 
effect" cawed B Y ' S  finand situsoion to deteriorate. As 8 resal: of the GOA decision 
not to 6nance its contn'bution to the 1996 project budget, and a decision based on its 
agreement with the GOP to complete remaining project works through a privatization 
scheme, EBY's eicctricity sales remain its sole source of finds. This is not sufñcicnt to 
meet the f i c i a i  requirements for the continuation of the resettlement, environmental, 
and ¡&astmcturc works, and to pay outstanding debts to contractors, until priVatitation is 
completedi. Following strong representation by the Bank to the GOA to m e t  its Locrn 
obligations, EBY seaired in August 1996 a USSSO mllion credit from a load bank to 

Tbe reduced GOA contribution to the project's 1995 budget following the "tequil8 

- 1- --. . II- - 
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pdaUy cash and the plan with the Bank to 
complete pending required for the operating of the reservoir to 76 
rraSl cost: USSi6 The pian is WiSf9ctorily 

to schedule. As rgrotd With the May 1996 Bank to speed up pogmrents 
those ntitedto 

with deposit of USS6.0 million, managed by 
sadF;iuncirilManag~r, has established in a bank 

To the waiiabiíity offunds the deposit to the 
rriinaining under the pha, some of which will be towards the 
end of 1997, EBY to 

2.13 The ûovcmmnts' strategy to complete the project through the privatization 
scheme 1995, the GOA and the signed a Protocol 

the of a private operator under a concession for the 
operation urd maintenance of the Ylcyreti pianî and the of energy. The 

in and the may which, in turn, 
rescheduling of the privatization plans. Privatization bidding documents 

prepared by the two ûoveniments, in with the REMP covenants in Loan 
Bank will review the documents approval of the Protocol by the 

two to (a) W i n g  for completion of the w o e  
(b) of the recurrent costs of ncccssq 

mitigation uid resettlement activities; (c) the adoption of 
rules for dun and spiüway operation; the of a redissic 

timetable of the reservoir to its It 
with EBY the GOA Uut the priviititation will be subject to with all tbe 
relevant Loan unda the Bank's and the loans, those 

resettlement Ud rctivitiecr. Under the privnbtion scheme, 
for 'on of these activities will be through 

managed EBY Wed the private responsible for the 
of and revenue collection. 

senate uieprotocal, but its by the chamber ofl[)eputies 



3. SUM!MARY OF SPECIFIC ISSUES, AND RESPONSES 

3. L ZPie Request for hspptction (the R6quest) concisely preserrts its case that 

“the: claimants have s u f f e f e d ,  a direct result of .... the violations of Bank policies 
... serious impacts on their standards of living, their economic well-being, and theif 
heaiith.” 

in addition, the Request elaims that 

Bank has .... N e d  to adequately supervise the Borrower or the beneficiary, 
di the result that the programs designed to mitigate the social and environmental 
impacts of îhc project have bem neglected to the harm of the claimants and others 

3.2 The Request makes a large number of claims including alleged actions or 
omissions on the part of the Bank with respect to the design and implementation of the 
project. The claims fiequcntly not linked directly to specific Bank operational 
procedures and policies. Instead, a blanket refèrcncc is made to seven ODs, two OPNs, 

one OMS, with the assertion that “during the course of the design and construction of 
the... Projaût, each of these policies has bem violatS2. A number of the claims do not 
comply with the of eligibility specified in the Board Resolution establishing the 
Ponel. Howcver, di of the points raised in the Request are dealt with in this Response in 
order to pnwide the Mest possible infonnation. The claims made are summarized 
mdividually matrix form in Attachment B and, where appropriate, are cross-referenced 
to the Violations of Bank poiicies and procedures. In order to avoid repetition, 
related and over-lapping clims have grouped togethers in the following sets of 
Claims and Responses. 

directly by the . .  

3.3 
kmw resawir levels, CM d u c e  îhc sociol and environmental impacts of a pmjecî 
have not oppucd, irrrrdcquaîe com’&mtion WQF given to design 

Claim pokïcùs which recognize thuî consiàèrutions, such us 

13 Md 

3.4 Wwipsnsc: WiedOPIOP with tiris me Bwi cwef3!y wdyzed 
rvaiiable dtsign at the time of project preparation and processing of the first 
loan. As the project site was defined, trade-off concentrated on diffcrent 
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reservoir operating levels. The Environmental Assessment (EA) concluded that most 
significant ecological and culturd site impacts would be felt even at the lowest operating 
level of the dam. Sumaries of (a) the comparison of potential impacts at different 
operating ievels ofthe reservoir; and (b) the principal environmental mitigation measures, 
are presented in matnx form in Attachment C. ïñe design uftbe rvsettlmerrt and 
environment mitigation program was done carefblly arid in accordance with dl Bank 
procedures and policies. 

3.5 The cost-benefit andysis originally carried out for the project concluded that the 
hjgher resiittl«nent and infiastnicture relocation costs associated with higher operating 
levels of îhe reservoir wouid be significantly outweighed by the incremental revenue 
resuhmg firom increased energy generation, giving a higher rate of return for the overall 
project. This conclusion remains valid. As described above, under the scenario of 
pernianenl. operation at levei 76 mad, only about two-thirds of the designed power output 
would be generated. The cost to generate this amount of energy foregone at another site 
and with other sources of energy would be much higher than undertaking the additional 
capital expenditure to enable Yacyretá to operate at its designed capacity, including the 
hcremenfial costs of resettlement, environmental mitigation, and infrastructure relocation. 

3.6 C&zim.* Tke ñaitùs did not adequately finance the environmental and social 
&'tdÒtr required by the project? requiring the GOA to provide counterpar! funding 
for land acquisi!bn, dmànistra!àon and the rcset!lement and environmental proíecíìon 
progrpun In iuùüîìon? the Banks fdied to incorporate reseîdement planning in the 
rteSign andfinancing of theproject, in violation of OD4.30 (Reques!, para 22). 

- .  

3.7 
and the second is incorrect. Bank policies require that, where resettlement and 
mvironmental mitigation operations are required, firm financial arrangements which 
ensurc adiquate resources to implement them should be agreed with the Borrower, but 
they do not require that the Bank loan itself should finance ail or any part of the 
cnvkonmental mitigation and resettlement operations. Moreover, OD 12.00 establishes 
that the Bank normally does not disburse against purchase of land and the Operations 
Policy Committee (OPC) confirmed in April 1996 that the Bank does not finance land. In 
this project, the Bank has firm legal agreements with the Borrower that provide complete 
and comprehensive financing for ail environmental mitigation and resettlement operations. 
The fkci that the Borrower prefers to use its own resources to finance the bulk of 
resdemmt, and that it requested Bank finance only for strengthening capacity to 

Rcrponre: The first assertion is based on a misunderstanding of Bank policy, 

Umrpiment the agÅ ettkmmt Plar,, does not wolate Bank policy. 

3.8 
was prepmxi by the Borrower agency and submitted to the Bank for review prior to 
appnisal of the Second Yacyretá Hydroelectric Project. The Plan was appraised in the 
field by a Bank resettlement expert. Consultations were held with affected people, local 
govanmt:nts, NGOs and technical staff of EBY. Families affected by the filling of the 
reservoir were identified through a house-to-house census conducted in 1990- 199 1 by the 
rcsettìcment planning tcam. Ail these families arc included in the Resettlement Plan. For 

A complete detailed Resettlement Plan, including design and finance commitments, 

II I 1 



those famiiiies who moved into the reservoir zone between 1991 and the present, the 
respective governments have agreed to provide replacement house plots, electricity, 
potable water, sewerage drainage, access roads and technkal in self- 
relocation. TheRwettlemcnt Plan3 was fmaliy rrgreedin negotiafions with the 
Borrower, subsequently incoqmrated in its entirety into the legal agreements signed 
by the Governments of Argentina and Paraguay and the World Bank. The resettlement 
procsss I;OW underway is guided by t i i s  legally-binding REMP. 

3.9 Claim= rights of participation and access to informaîion have been 
h k 4  lhe EBY and the Banks haw been unresponsive; and eflorts to raise problems 
and conccIws with them hove been unsuccessful, in violetion of (Request, 
pa?& 21 auui27). 

3.10 Response: We do not agree with the statements made. The Resettlement Plan 
was designed in part through consultation with representatives of the affected people G.e., 
Neighborhcmd Committees organized in the Sate elected representatives in local 
govemmenit, social workers, and other resettlement staff of the Borrower 
agency. Since 1990, the Borrower agency has maintained offices in the affected 
neighborhoods, stafftd by íùU-the social workers who interact on a daily basis with the 
affected faidies and accompany each fârnily in its relocation. Every Bank mission 
between and 1996 has met with affected families and their representatives. The 

provided by the Resettlement Plan were identified in this process of 
consultatioln. The Pian stipulates a choice between cash compensation and one or more 
resettlement alternatives for pen-urban brick makers, agricultural families and urban slum 
dwellers by the reservoir filling. These include formerly landless f m e r s  the 
majo* - who are eligible for title to land and houses at no cost. D shows 
the types and numbers of families in filling the reservoir to level 76 d, the 
resettlement alternatives offwed, the alternatives selected and the location of the f a e s  
today. 

3.11 Tbe Bank has provided to concerned NGOs and institutions all relevant 
inforniation regarding the EA report of the project. The Bank required EBY to carry out 
extensive rxnsultations with NGOs other interested parties. A three-day workshop 
with the of more than local, regional and national NGOs (of both countries) 
was held iin Ayolas in March, 1992 specifidy to review the draft EA document and the 
proposed cmvironmentai management plan for the project. Similar meetings were held in 
Encamaci6n and Posadas during the same year. A Bank-financed Environmental 
Management Training Seminar was held in Ayolas in My, Over prutidpeimils 
fiom government and NGOs of Paraguay attended. The Yacyretá EA, containing the 

Environmental Management Plan, was the focus of the seminar and was thoroughly 
discussed and analyzed. Official and informal meetings have been held with federal 
environmantai agencies, municipalities, provincial natural resource agencies and local 

i ResettJetnent and Relrabilitotion Plan: Yacyrctb H-lectric Project, July 31, 1992. 
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NGOs thrcwghout the process of project preparation and implementation, in both 
Argentina and Faraguay. 

3.12 In Iliae with BpnLpoliqr on Dar=s and Rtsepvoirs, a panel composed of 
intema€iondy-recognUted experts on environmental and social impacts was created by 
EBY in 1992. The Pmel meets t#rice per year in response to an agenda prepared by the 

The Pan& responds to emergent issues or problems on which the 
Borrowtr technical aavice and expert opinion; and (b) makes independent 
obsemtio,ns on the implementation status of agreed programs and provides feedback to 
the Bmovva. In the iatter capacity, the Panel conducts field inspections, interviews 
affected people and their representatives, consults regional and national experts, carries 
out analytical work and makes recommendations. The Panel provides written reports to 
EBY, with, copies to the Bank. Bank supervision mission have regularly attended briefings 
over the pist four years, together with EBY professionals, provided by the members of the 
Purel. i%: Panel convened at the project site between October 21-25, 1996, and the 
report, with conclusions and recommendations, will be prepared by the end of October. 

3.13 ChÙm Tke Banks f d e d  to ensure thai Aqentina or EBY had the 
ìndtutìofiui cqacìty 

3.14 Response: We do not agree with the basic premise. While it may be true that 
such institutional capacity could be improved, nothing in the Bank's procedures oblige it 
to ensure a given outcome. The Resettlement Plan was prepared in 199 1 - 1992 by 
experienced professional staff assembled by the Borrower agency, supplemented by 
htenrationdy-recognized consultants. Beginning in 1992, implementation capacity was 
strengthened as part of the agreed Resettlement Plan, which includes the permanent 
recruitmenit of a properly qualified and experienced resettlement coordinator, social 
workers, extension specialists, health specialists, educators, engineers and 
others. The Bank loan financed this augmentation of institutional capacity, which 
continues to the present. 

implement a mettiement program (Request, pa=. 24. 

3.15 
procucrS~rmm en- salts and tofinance environmental mìtigaîìon and rtsettlement, 
km not been creazed (Request, pam 

CZaim: The Environmental Trust Fun$ designed to receive part of the 

3.16 Response: The claim is incorrect. The Tmst Fund (to finance all the activities 
of the RE1W) was established by EBY in November 1994 in the Banco de la Provincia de 
Buenos Aires. Although the amounts åepositeå in this Fund were not precisely thore 
agreed with the Bank, the Borrower has funded the required environmental and 
resettlement programs up to elevation 76 mad through the Fund and othenvise. Mer 
reaching elevation 76 masi, the sponsoring governments decided to complete the project 
above elevation 76 mad through a privatization scheme of the operation and maintenance 
of the Yacyretá piant and the marketing of energy. In early 1995, the GOA reduced by 

its budget contribution to the project for 1995 and totally eliminated its contribution 
for 1996. However, to complete actions required for raising the reservoir level to 
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ml, the GOA authorized EBY to borrow funds against future electricity sales 
para. 3.66). 

riblr impirrve, or at ltast to nraintojn, their stam&& of tìvÌng, in violdon of 
ODl3Q porar and 29). 

3. I8 Response: 
the of the resettled population ail people displaced by reservoir filling to 
I d  76 mad) was conducted by resettlement experts by the Borrower and 
financed by the Bank loan, in accordance with the Resettlement Plan. This evaluation 
found that tine great majority of people who selected a resettlement option - 
mthcr than rash compensation have successfully re-establish4 their production 
systems, show no evidence of impoverishment, and (in many cases) have improved their 
income. The evahiiation íurther concluded that ail resettled families have better living 
standards than before their resettlement, including much-improved environmental health 
conditions, isecure property tenure, access to basic public services potable water, 

and health care) and improved housing. 

3.19 
Many families have not received e q u a t e  and 

many kaw not compensated in for their losa The lack of 
for quitobiit has them of the to negofiate fairry with 
EBY (Reques!, p lue  31). 

3.20 Response: We do not agree with these The leve1 of compensation 
paid to for property lost according to the Yacyretá Treaty is by a 

composed of an equal number of retired members of the judiciary 
from The EBY has no power to adjudicate or negotiate the amounts of 
compensation paid. The Commission compensation amounts based on the 
market rcplaccmmt value. Records show that less than 5% of compensation awards have 
been disputed. No property has been without fair compensation being first paid 
to owners. In some cases, owners of property have disputed the compensation 
mounts, iFn which cases the amount offered - but rejected by the awardee was 
deposited i n  an escrow account in the name of the affected party and held until such time 

wpeals were heard by the responsible judiciai in the respective 

3.21 Q c k  Sm*ous ked& pmbleras caused by tire rcTcNoir. These 
WQY not Ui the El, und the Banks haw failed to supervise or monitor the 

and the paformance lo mitigate them para 34). 

Tht Banks fa ta énswe thaí people resettled under theprqjM WCIC 

We do nst agree with this assertion. independent eVaiuation* of 

The faìM to establìsh a fair or equitable Sysrcm of 

3.22 Response: 
in-depth of anticipated health impacts. One of the EA authors is a well-known 

ScomìxUti, M. rad R 1995. Evaluocidn del Plan de Reasentamiento y Rchabilìtaci6n 
(five vadumes). h. Asunción and Washington, 

We do not agree with these assertions. The EA report presents an 

4 
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expert on epidemiological conditions dong the Paraná river and in Argentina a whoie. 
The health conditions existing in the area ûf influence of the project prior to the project 
wen quite deficient. Major endemic diseases included hepatitis, varhus gastro-intestinal 
mfccticrmr&parasites. Contaminated water resiiltlrgfkorn defíúeut waste dispasal and 
mitttion constituted a sipificant public health threst, especially in the urban 
areas. 

3.23 Reversing and improving negative health conditions in the region is a major 
objective of the REMP. The program consists of two interrelated 
emironmental health monitoring and treatment of illnesses disease vectors. Health 

have been monitored fiom two basic viewpoints: epidemiological surveillance and 
the of basic health services in resettlement areas. Epidemiological surveillance 
on the Par;aguayan side has been carried out in close coordination between FBY and 
health ofthe Departments of Itapúa and Misiones. The project has financed 

between Paraguayan and Argentine health agencies to monitor and treat 
clinical diseascs in the area of influence of the project. In addition, the project financed an 
arca-wide monitoring and control of vector-borne diseases, out by a prestigious 

center in Argentina. Local health agencies have been trained in monitoring, data 
interpretation and control techniques, . .  

3.24 
vector org,an¡sms (especially mosquitoes) in the arca of the reservoir since 1993, starting 
before the reservoir was filled to level 76 masl. Their findings, based on composition and 
relative abundance of species, do not indicate any changes in these parameters which can 
be hterprcded an additional incidence of vector diseases in the area due to filling the 
resentoir to level 76 masl. Malaria vectors of the genus Anopheles darlingi y 

ulbitm:n's) are endemic in the area of the reservoir. The data gathered so i% indicated 
that seas0:iial population behavior of these species does not present significant variations 
when comipared to their behavior before dam construction. Yellow fever and dengue 
vectors also endemic for this area, as they are for the whole Paraná basin. 

The Entomology Department of the La Plata Museum of Argentina has monitored 

3.25 
lìveìihoodh have completely changeà Tlu iand to them is inodequatc Tkcy 
wem not idowed to p<uticipate in &cision-making nor gìven alternatives 
p a  36). 

Claim: Tkc Mya Guarani haw lost their tra&tìod tem'tmy, and their 

3.26 Response: The first assertion is a statement of fact. The second and third 
are incorrect. Some Mbya families moved off the island of Yacyretá in 

1974 and became scattered in several locations on the mainland, for reasons that are 
unknown and prior to Bank involvement. These are the only Mbya people known to have 
been residlent on the island(s) of the Paraná river. In 1987, the Bank received a request 
fiom the IEpiscopal Confcrence of Paraguay, on behalf of the Mbya families, to consider 
them u having been displaced by the Yacyretá Project because they had fled the island to 

problems with authorities when they learned of the construction of the dam. 
Foliowing meetings the Bank, the Borrower agency and the Episcopal 

I ,  I '  -- 
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the agency volunteered to purchase a 370 ha tract of forest h d  
and to offeir the Mbyá the oppsmniry to reunite OF. this land 

327 
relocate by the which provided, in to titie to the hid, 
trp;nspsstaltion to the site, building marerials for houses, schooi, a drinking water w d ,  
seeds, toels, extension semices. Under the Second Ya@ 
project, a tube well, milk cows, h i t  trees, continued medical care and 

extension have been provided. The Mbya have reported to successive 
mikons their gratitude for the fact that for the “first time in memory” they have legal title 
to land and protected from Paraguayan invasions of their temtory. h8gUayan 
anthropologists have accompanied and assisted the Mbya in reuniting on their new lands. 
At 17.62 Ira per the carrying capacity of their land appears more than for 
the present and the next generation. 

3.28 Tire E4 wasfrmuur in many ways. It failed to consider s t y d  
ìmpWtmt of rkeprojd the impocl on the Afia Branch of the 
Porpná rim, resaves, vegetation removal, water table, f s h  migration, 
tnvbnmmtd manugemcntplons for Carmen Parad, lack of 

environmental (Request, parar 36-38, and 47-51). 

3.29 Response: 
nport under T e m  of Reference with the Bank. This EA was undertaken by a 
group of international Argentina, Paraguay and Colombia) which 
delivered high class product. The analysis was comprehensive included: (a) a 
SyntktiC i k d y s i s  of baseline conditions using the wide (but uncoordulated) 
m y  of and environmental studies carried out by EBY and other institutions in 
the area; (b) an assessment of the magnitude, importance and probability of occurrence of 

p tddly-s Ígdkant  negative and positive impacts; (c) an analysis of 
on options; and (d) an integrated Environmental Management Plan, 

tailored to the most likely reservoir filling schedule, with detailed description of activities, 
timin& hstitutional responsibilities and budget, The EA was sent to the Bank pnor to the 
r p p d d  im¡ssion, and an English language executive summary was distributed to the 

The EA report has deemed a thorough and complete best-case study by 
Bank and non-Bank specialists and met all the requirement of the Bank’s policies 
and produres. 

In 1988, the 21 Mbya families that accepted this ofer were then assisted to 

We do not with this claim. The Borrower prepared a full EA 

3.30 hblic took. place preparation of the EA. The consultants 
out informal consultations with environmental scientists, non-governmental 

organizations, environmental officials of local and national governments and informed 
ut¡zcns throughout the period of preparation of the EA. When the report was in 

and a formal 3-day consultation was organized by EBY With 
more than 60 NGOs and representatives of populations in The 
Resettlement Plan was also presented in form at this time to all of the partiupants. 

upon the suggestions and received, the was revised finalized. 
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3.3 1 
downstreami impact of the reservoir. The management of water quality and quantity dong 
this branch is to be atì important component of reservoir operating rules. The constzuctfon 
ofthrtc m i n i ~ Q w n s s t c a m  fim the Aña Cuá spillway will guarantee the permanence 
of appropnade water levels in the branch. Nevertheless, water quality degradation anir) 
other undwh-able condiiions aquatic weeds) need to be monitored in order to send 
neœssaty flows downstream to improve environmental conditions in îhe 
mini-reservoirs. A minimum flow will have to be maintained at any 
operational level of the reservoir, whether it is operated by EBY or a private sector 
concessionaire. These issues are being analyzed as part of studies to design the 
management of water levels and discharges which would be required bdore operation 
uther beyonid level 78 masl or under conditions which would necessitate closing off all 
spas on the Aña CUB Branch. 

A h  Cuá Branch The impacts on this river branch were regarded as the major 

3.32 Compensatoìy Reserves The EA report identiñed that of the most 
sienificant impacts of the project, both in importance and magnitude, will be the 
permaneat lioss of wildlands, especially the island ecosystem of Yacyretá and Talavera". 
It also stated that "the fùnctionai capabilities of these ecosystem will cease even at 
operational level 76 masl". The EA report also identified that the most important measure 
a d a b l e  for mitigating the loss of natural ecosystems is the establishment of a network of 
wmpensatoxy remes. Seven resewes totaling more than 100,000 ha were proposed in 
the EA repart as partial compensation for the wildlands lost to the project. These 
potential areas were identified as ecologically similar to the ecosystems affected by the 
project. Compensatory protected arcas have been established under the Y a m  project. 

3.33 Migration of Fish The potential impact of reservoir development on the fish 
populat¡ons of the Paraná river have been studied for several decades. The EA report Iiiiiy 
considered dl previous studies and conclusions, and recommended management plans to 
take into consideration: (a) the inevitable barrier of an existing dam (90% completed 
when the EA was carried out); and the existence of fish elevators as part of the main 
civil works the dam. 

3.34 The project's on the Paraná river's native fish are varied and complex, but 
appropriate mitigation measures are being implemented. On the positive side, the o v d  
fish biomass that of harvested species) is expected to increase under the project, 
becawe: the total fish habitat surface area) will expand; and 
(b) preliminary evidence indicates that the reservoir is a productive fishery habitat (with 
mostly emellent water quality other eswditions). F K ~ I F ~ ~ w ~ ,  t3e Yaqretd 
dam and reismroir arc not expected to cause any of the Paraná river's native fish species to 
disappear completely fiom the river (although this can only be confirmed over time with 
Continued scientific monitoring). This favorable prediction is based on the extendvc 
undammed section of the Paraná river below the dam, which native (including 
Species will c o n h e  to utilize and the fact that sections of the Yacyretá reservoir will 
continue to have aquatic characteristics suitable for some species not tolerant of 

condlitions. 
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3.35 On the negative side, the dam has resulted in thee majcr adverse impacts. FirSt, 
the dam is physical tG fish migrations, both up dom-river. Neither the two 
existing nslh elevators nor any other known technology ladders or and truck'' 

could restore fish migrations to resembling natural, pre-dam 
coaditions. W e t k f i s t r d e v a t a r s c m m t ~ a b l i s h n a W m i g t a t i o a ~ ~  

nonethdess usrtul for ensurins that the Yacyretá reservoir has a genetical!ydivase 
brerrding stock, by the resexvoir with many native species fiom below the dam. 
Second, two large fish kills o c c u d  below the dam during r e s d  fiIling to kvd 76 
masi, due to gas (primarily nitrogen) super-saturation of the relatively M o w  waters 
below the t h .  The gas super-saturation resoits fiom the atypical design of the dam's 
naill? sp¡lIuray, which causes excessive of the water. This effect was not 
dCipated by the EA, because it is a rare phenomenon (not pr&ously known fiom 
hydrodecbric dams in Latin America). Under the ckcumstances, EBY is doing werything 
feasible to minimize gas super-saturation, including: (a) adjusting operation of the main 
spillway; carefiiily monitoring dissolved gas levels; and (c) incorporating design 
changes hito the Aña Cuá spillway. As a result of EBY's efforts, visible fish kills are no 
longer o c u u h g  although the gas super-saturation problem will not completely disappear 
at Yacyretiá. Third, large-scale, illegal commercial fishing is common in Paraguayan 
waters imnnediately below the dam, where migratory species are highly concentrated and 
unusually tasy to catch. Although EBY has no legal mandate to regulate fishing below' 
the dam amid despite the fact that the Paraguayan authorities have been slow to respond, 
this problem is likely to be solved by the declaration and enforcement of a 1 km Security 
zone the dam, which would prevent access to most fishing boats (as well as protect 
the dam fiom the remote risks of sabotage or terrorism). 

3.36 Water Water quality in or near urban areas, and its related 
potential health risks, was identified as being of the highest importance. Existing deficits 
in sanitatica services (existing sewage coilection covers less than 15% of household uNts) 
and low circulating waters in lateral urban bays would create unhealthy conditions and 
cause proliferation of vector diseases. This condition would be exacerbated by endemic 
mosquito and institutional weaknesses of health sector agencies. Maximum 
risks would be present at the highest reservoir elevations. However, situations similar to 
pre-impoundment conditions were expected for fíliig of the reservoir to level 76 mad, 
and have been confirmed by the vector monitoring programs. 

3.37 The EA report established that improvements of basic sanitation senices Ui water, 
sewerage and sewage treatment, and in solid waste collection and disposal, were a 
necessary condition for filling the reservoir beyond level 78 masl. EBY has financed new 
water intakes and treatment plants for EncamaMÓn and Posadas, and is currentíy building 
main sewerage collectors, pumping stations and wastewater treatment plants for both 
cities. The Bank and the IDB have sewerage network and house connection projects h r  
Posadas and Encarnación. The reconstmction of urban infrastructure of affected urban 
centers will be included in a major study for the feasibility and design of coastal treatment 
works, wliich will be financed by the Bank Loan. 
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3.38 
del Faraná. wil be the responsibility of the Psragusyan agency 
CORPOSAEiA in com!hation with EEY’s Technical Department. 

EBY compleied a study with the assistance sfconsultants with respect to Carmen 

3.40 
found of the receipt of this letter by the Bank, although it seems clear from the evidence 
presented in the Request that the letter was sent to the Bank. We are continuing the 
sc8fch of the records. 

Rcsponre: Despite an exhaustive search of files and records, no evidence could be 

3.41 
d g & n  p i a  may not òe implementeà for lack of fun& m&or questions iiS 
tccknbd qual@ paras. and 42). 

Qairiw ïñe Requesters have been informed that the proposed Aña Cud 

3.42 Response: We believe that the information on which the claim is based is 
korrect. A major enect of the project on fish and other aquatic life would be on the 
CUB Branch of the Paran6 river. This Branch would be subject to 
desiccation. The mitigation plan for this Branch involves: (a) the constmction of three 
m¡n¡-dams dowmtream fiom the M a  Cuá spillway, which would retain water during the 
low flow periods; (b) an environmental monitoring program which would assess water 
quality and other condions including aquatic weeds, vectors and fish mortality; (c) 

rules that would allow for minimum “ecological” discharges to the mini- 
reservoirs and Occasional iarge flushing releases, in order to maintain desirable 
envirOnmenûd conditions; (d) relocation of mer and sanitation infiasauctwe; 
(e) community programs for fisheries other water uses in the resenroirs; and 

control of‘illegal fishing and survciilance. The Borrower has agreed to fiilfill the above 
Environmental Mitigation Plan (part of the REMP) and to ensure that the Aña CUB Branch 
will not be lee dry at any t h e  before the infrastructure and the plans are in place. We 
understand tlmt IDB has never questioned the concept of the proposed mini-dams, but 
wanted to examine possible options. 

3.43 
specifiaa in ithe EnvUOnmentd Management plan, in violation of OD4.00, 

paras 43 and 45). 

Clrunw Vegetation has not been cleared from the areas to befloodeà, as 

Response: This assertion is incorrect. The effect of flooded vegetation on 
m o i r  water quality was analyzed using both qualitative and quantitative methods. 
These concluded that the relative importance of the flooded biomass on the 
ontall water quality of the reservoir was very low. Most of the flooded biomass is in the 
hnn of wetliands and natural grasslands, while standing trees cover less than 8% of the 
total resesvoir at level 76 masl. At the initial operating level (76 masl), the reservoir 
m c e  area covers some 1 î0,ûûO ha, of which some 52,600 ha correspond to land 
flooded and S7.400 ha to existing river bed. Of the land flooded, 8,300 ha correspond to 
d i - t r e e  vegetation, mainly riverine and island border forests (see following table). In 



addition to vay low vdues of flooded biomass per unit area Iess than 6 ton/ha 
cornparod to 300 - 600 todna for other tropical forests which have been flood4 by other 
reservoirs), the high turnover period at 3 to 5 days at level 76 masi and 25 
cby~ at lcvel83 masl), the low reservoir height, and river-induced mixing conditions all 
estahbhfàvwabie Conditions for mhtainhg adeque water quality in the reservoir. 

3.45 
quality of the reservoir, the EA report identified the need for the removal of vegetation in 
Jpecific ateais where risks of thermai stratification and eutrophication were the greatest. 
Spccific IVC(BS for vegetation removal were identified, in order: (a) to Unprove water 
quaiity conditions in low circulating areas, especially in iaterai bays near urban and/or 
resettlement areas; @) to diminish the potential of aquatic weed entrenchment of standing 
trees in arcas near population centers; (c) to improve access to the reservoir by rurai and 
urban users; and (d) to improve navigation channels. For reservoir filling to level 76 masl, 
about 2800 ha were targeted for the removal of standing vegetation using slash and burn 
techn¡ques. Of these, about 2700 ha (33% of the total flooded standing vegetation) were 
actually removed before flooding to that level. Critical areas to be removed for reservoir 
filling to level78 masi have already been identified. These fùture areas will target lateral 
bays near urban areas. 

Even with the low relative importance of flooded biomass on the overall water 

3.46 Favcorabk water quality predictions have been confirmed by extensive monitoring 
programs iricluding upstream and downstream conditions, which started before the final 
flooding to level 76 mas1 and are being carried out by binational teams of udversities and 
research minters. There have been no significant changes in key physical and chemical 
parameters in the main water body of the reservoir at locations such as Encarnación- 
Posadas and at the dam site. Initial conditions for oxygen depletion behaved as expected, 
with a slight dip immediately after flooding but with fast recoves, of saturation ievds. 
Although deteriorating water quality conditions in small patches or lateral bays of the 
memoir amnot be completely avoided, the removal of vegetation in critical areas has 
dcñniteiy improved water conditions and has not allowed the establishment of aquatic 
weed populations near populated areas. No bloom of aquatic weeds has been reported in 
the reservolir arm. 



The removal ofvegetation prior to flooding is one of the recomrntended 
included in 4.00 h e x  This policy does not require that all vegetation be removed 
as for Bank financing rather that the fcasibility of such removal shouid be 

The relative importance of flooded biomass in the overall water quality 
should be weighed against other sources of organic nutrient loads in the f ibre  
rcsemoir. Y’’ is a typical case where flooded biomass and other resenrOirconditiOns 

height, renovation time, mixing conditions) preclude total vegetation removal P 
meuis to hiprove water quality. S p d c  removal in targeted areas is, therefare, a more 

for a more use of resources to 
environmental mitigation. 

3.48 
achieve water quality, navigation, mosquito control, or other important objectives, 
standing trees are acceptable (and even desirable) fiom an ecological standpoint. 
The underwater portions of flooded trees and shrubs provide shelter and nutrients for 
many fish siid othq aquatic life. The emergent portions of flooded trees at Yacyreiá are 
used as roosting or nesting sites by cormorants, herons, kingfishers, swallows, and many 
other birds. 

in those parts of the Yacyr;etá Reservoir where biomass removai was not netded to 

3.49 
tùe nscniOii have not been (Request, para 46). 

Vmkdìotts in the levek of the water table on the Paraguayan side of 

Rqpoare: 
and quality not adequately assessed, either on the Paraguayan or on the 
Argentine side. The EA report addressed this issue; it concluded that there was not 
sufficient hhrmation to the potential impacts on groundwater quantity and quality, 
and recomicnded that specific hydrogeological studies be out in such 

and Posadas. The impacts would grow in importance with higher reservoir 
operating levels. These hydrogeological studies were included as part of the Bank- 
financed project, but they have not been out yet because of procurement delays. 
The EBY pllans to hire consultants in early 1997 With the objective of completing the 
studies 1997. This is M important information gap that needs to be addressed 
More r&Siiig the reservoir beyond level 76 masl. 

This assertion is correct. Water table conditions both for quantity 

3.5 
siîe the mervoir was filled The pmject wìlíüands without 

reserves, in violation of OPNI 1.02, and the 
m&n of memes has been üi~sory. Although it is claimed that six reserves have 

m s t  ernes title km sasa the are not 
protcctcd paras. 52 and 

The Banks fdeà to IL~SCSS adequately the at the Pmject 

3.52 Response: 
for the YaqyrctB project are described in the EA report and summarized in the EA 
Executive Shmmary and the StafTAppraisal Report. They included a thorough review of 
higher piants, huge mammals, birds and reptiles in the project arca, and a less detailed 
reView of P,araná river fish species. A comprehensive survey of other life forms 

These assertions are incorrect. The biological surveys carried out 
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invertebrates) 
complete uid the irfonnation obtained would almost certainly not have been used to 
change project design or operation. By the time that Ln. 3 was under p r e p d o n ,  
the Yacyreth dam was physically in place and could not be relocated, based un 
hbbgkaloi: s q  other environmental data However, the bfulo~cd surveys that were 
can¡ed out proved very usetul in identifj4ng compensatory protected areas which have the 
same toosysrtmi m e s  the same or similar species the areas flooded by the 
f,csav&. 

the remvoir area was not done, as it would have taken several years tQ 

a system of compensatory protected areas which is fdly consistent with the letter and 
spa of the Wildlands Policy (superseded by the Natural Habitats Policy, OP 4.04). To 
date, five new protected areas totaling about 128,000 ha have been legally established 
d e r  the Yacyrttá Project. They comprise: 

The Environ@ Mitigation Program required under Ln. 3520-AR provides €or 

(a) five Special Conservation Units Ibera, Itati, Yaguarete Cora, and 
Camby Reta) totaling ha within the Ibera Provincial Reserve 
(Comentes, Argentina); 

Santa Maria Provincial Reserve (2,450 ha in Corrkntes, Argktina); (b) 

(c) Apipé Grande Provincial Reserve (27,000 ha in Comentes, Argentina); 

(d) Campo San Juan (5,700 ha in Misiones, Argentina, which is still under 
private ownership but is legaliy protected under a “no innovation” decree); 
and 

the Isla Yacyretá Wildlife Reserve (9,940 ha in Paraguay). (e) 

As a group, these reserves encompass at] of the ecosystem types (including different kinds 
of wetlands, native grasslands, and forests) which have been or will be inundated by the 
reservoif. la compliance with the Natural Habitats (Wildlands) Policy, the combined size 
of the Yacyrctá Protected System is larger than the land area to be 
inrmdrtcd vhen the reservoir is raised to level 83 mas1 (about ha of natural 
habitats). 

3.54 On-the-ground management has been initiated (with financial support fiom EBY) 
at the Santti Maria and Isla Yacyretá reserves, which now have physical demarcation and 
fllll-time guiards. Investments to manage the other above-named protected arcas have 
been delayed because EBY has not yet provided the rngreed mur.tczp~ EIovmw, 
these other reserves (Ibera, Apipé Grande and Campo San Juan) do not currently fh 
human encroachment or other imminent threats. Nonetheless, satisfactory implementation 
of on-theground protection measures for the Ibera-Galana, Apipé Grande, and Isla 
Yacyrctá r t m e s  is a pending action required for operating at level 76 mad, which is 
bang implemented as agreed With the Bank The recurrent costs of manag¡ng all of the 
SAPY reserves (as wdl as other recunent environmental mitigation costs) are to be 
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through a special dìocation fiom power sale revenues; this requirement will bc 
made exp!id: in the privathtion bidding documents. 

3.55 
land losit to the reservoir is in Paraguay. This apparent imbalance exists because it 
has bem to establish new protected on tire sideof fiver, which 
has Si@Caiit tracts of public lani: (at Ibera and Apipé Grande) and a more favorable land 
ncpropriatiOii law (for Campo San Juan). On the Paraguayan side, di the sites examined 
to date for pDssible new resewes are privately owned. Except for Isla Yacyretá, EBY’s 
management has consistently deciined to purchase land in Paraguay, due in part to 
CDI~C#W S t e d  land prices, However, EBY has committed itself to finance 
essentially all of the costs of protected area establishment and managemefit, other than 
land quk¡tion. The Natural Habitats (Wildlands) Policy does not speciQ what 
proportions the compensatory protected areas must come fiom each country in 
binational projects. 

92% ofthe SAPY iand area is in Argentina, while about 75% of the natural 

3.56 the western end of Isla Yacyretá has been degraded by dam 
constmction-related activities prior to being established by EBY in March 1994 as a 
WddMe Reserve, it is nonetheless an ecologically valuable area, with the only.&ary 

brasiliense) forests and sand dune formations in any of the SAPY protected 
The problems cited in the Request are being addressed: protected area guar& have 

b e m  hired, the reserve has been demarcated with signs, the Ayolas garbage dump has been 
closed, and ixhbiütation of borrow pits (as wetland ponds or other attractive Wildlife 
habitat) is underway. A major pending action at the Isla Yacyretá Wildlife Reserve is the 

by EBY of remaining private lands; this is to be done initially in the portion of 
the r ~ s c r y ~  csst of the highway, which is relatively wild and where no resettlement is 
needed. Although the is not a globally-endangered tree species, forests in 
Paraguay a rare and threatened ecosystem. The Bank is committed to ensuring that 
adequate waiter remains in the Cuá Branch sufficient water releases, With or 
without the three planned mini-dams), so that the forests at Isla Yacyretá will not be 
damaged by water shortages. 

Ur nolation of OPNlI.03, and the Request asks that the Panel evaluate the ment to 
which polìcy has been complied with (Request, para 54). 

CZaim: mere might haw been an impact ofthe project on c u l t u r a l p m p ~ ,  

3.58 Retlpoote: Bank-financed systematic field surveys and investigations were 
carried out for the Paraguay and Argentina sides of the river and for the islands. 
k c h e d o g i d  salvage openctlona were carried out in all islands prior to flooding to 
Iwd 76 masl. Materiais and artifacts have been analyzed and catalogued. Additional 
surveys if needed, salvage) as well as studies of historic sites in urban areas to be 
flooded will be carried out prior to filling the reservoir to higher elevations, as defined in 
the REMP. 

I1 I I ’  
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3.59 The systematic disregardfor the impact on biodiversity undaniims 
fie goals ofthe Gnvention of Biological D i m i @ ,  in violation of OMS2.36 
c DURU 63). 

3.60 lkqporne: This assertion if incorrect. The Yacyretá projeet was d 4 g d  
largely implemented long btfore the Convention on Biological Diversity was Signed 

Implementation since 1992 has done much to vipport, not undermine, the gods of 
this convention, both m Paraguay and Argentina Project activities which support the 
ConVaitim mclcde: (a) establishment and management of new protected areas; (b) 
research and monitoring of many terrestrial and aquatic animal species in the project 
(c) promotion of sustainable fish management, by prohibiting fishing immediately below 
the dam by nfiásing to introduce non-native fish into the reservoir; (d) Captive 
maintenancit and reintroduction to suitable riverine habitat of threatened AylucosZ~ma 
snails, (e) nmaghg of water releases over the dam and spillway to help sustain native fish 
and other life by rniniminng gas super-saturation and avoiding desiccation of the 

CUB 
managemerit, fish monitoring, and the other recurrent costs of environmental protedon. 

3.61 
d d  the Bonunou to delay implementation of the neglected social and 
eavironme,ntaì components In the Banks did not exetcìse their remedies 
w h  the tbrrowcr fiziled to comply with Loan conditions, in violation of ODI3.I.S 
ODl3.40 paras 64 and 65). 

and allocation of power sale revenues for protected area 

claim: Tlte Banks have allowed the project to s t r q  off-course, and kavl 

3.62 Response: 
remedies is based on a misunderstanding of Bank procedures. Commensurate with the 
nature and complexity of the project, the Bank has supervised the project at least three 
times a year; as shown in Attachment F, in the past four years, 24 supervision missions 
have visited Argentina/Paraguay. On average, the Bank has assigned 80 stafheeks p u  
year to supervision of the project, five times the Bank-wide average. SupeMsion missions 
have met with interested parties, including the Universities of Buenos Aires, Misiones and 
Encamacián, Fundación Moisés Bertoni, Fundación Vida Silvestre, as well as the 
representaljves of population. Supervision missions have been and always 
ready to meet Wjth interested parties during the course of their work and they have done 
so regularly since 1990. Our records show only one ufilfilled request from 
Sobrevivercia received while a Bank mission was in the field (November 27, On 
this the mission contacted SobrcVivencia, and its staff apologized for the fact 
that they were unavailable. It was to meet in the fùture in Washington and in the 
field with missions. The Bank met most recently with Sobreviveneia in 
and October 1996. 

We agree that there have been delays, but the assertion concemhg 

3 
related to ielevation 76 mas1 current operating level of the reservoir) and those 
actions required as a precondition for raising the reservoir level above elevation 76 masl. 
The Bank, in close coordination with IDB, ensured that all essential environmental and 
resettlement actions were complied with before agreeing to raising the reservoir to 

In supervision, Bank missions have drawn a clear distinction between the actions 
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elevation 76 masl and commissioning the first generating unit. At this point, the Bank 
forcefully irisisted that the Borrower change the schedule for raising the reservoir in order 
to dow t h e  to comply, inter alia, with the removal of affected population, payment of 
indemnifications, and removal of biomass. The mising of the reservoir operating leve! was 
campletcd :ittidy in sscotdanct with the pians agreed with the Bsnk; EBY and the 
Bomwer were in compliance with the dated covenants in the loan. Some complementary 
actions were ~ d e d ,  foliowing a review made &er elevation of the reservoir to level 
76 xnasl. Some of these actions werenot impiexnmed as planned because of the financial 
difficulties iFiiCtd t y  EBY in 1935 and 1996, but are being addressed as described in paras. 
2.1 1 and 3.166. 

3.64 With respect to the implementation of actions related to reservoir elevations 78 
mad and 821 masi, the Borrower was in non-compiiance with dated loan covenants which 
reflect the initial plan to achieve elevation 78 mas1 by the end of 1995 and elevation 83 
masi by the end of 1998. The Bank’s major concern was to avoid the increase of the 
rcsflyoir lwd above elevation 76 mi, without strict compliance with the action p h  
agracd withi the Bank. 

3.65 Because of the macroeconomic crisis faced by Argentina, the GOA decided to 
reduce by hdfin 1995 and to eliminate in 1996 its budget contribution to the project 
(other than debt smiicing), which delayed project implementation and dmost stopped 
execution abf the REMP required for elevations 78 masl and 83 masl, as well as 
implementa,tion of pending resettlement and environmental actions related to elevation 76 
masl. At the same time, the GOA and the GOP agreed on a privatization strategy for 
project conipletion above elevation 76 masi, that would allow the financing of the REMP 
required foir elevations 78 mas1 and 83 masl. 

3.66 On April 13,1996, the Bank urged the GOA to agree on a Plan of Action to 
complete outstanding resettlement and environmental actions related to elevation 76 masl 
and to infoinn the Bank on its plans for raising the reservoir above elevation 76 masl. The 
Bank also informed the GOA that unless a satisfàctory agreement was reached With the 
Bank on these issues, the Bank would have to consider the application of remedies in the 
Loan Agreement. On April 24, 1996, the GOA confirmed to the Bank its agreement to 
provide the financial resources to complete pending actions required for raising the 
r e m o i r  to elevation 76 -1, and its decision to complete the project above elevation 
76 masl, in compliance with the REMP, through the privatization of the operation, 
maintenance and sales of energy of Yacyretá, estimated by the two Governments to be 
finaliizcd by Febniary 1997. On July 3 1, 1996, EBY confirmed to the Bank that it had 
secured furids to finance pending activities reiated to eievation 76 mi, and that si 
account has been established for this purpose. As of October 15,1996, implementation of 
these activities was proceeding satisfactorily and in accordance with the plan agreed with 
the Bank nlission on August 16, 1996. 

3.67 
starting implementation of the pending actions related to elevation 76 masi, the Bank did 
not requirci the exercise of the legal remedies of the Loan Agreement. The exercise of 

In view of the Government’s positive response in providing funds and quickly 



t e m d e  is a discretionuy matter, according to Bank policy, to be used ody when other 
reasonable I ~ C M S  of p d o n  have f i h i .  

3.68 Wrn: Even i/tk &m wmfidQ Opnationd at levei 83 marl, &e cosí of 
àkdc& geaemtdby the pmject would be nwrt thm t h e  times the coMpLtjtve 
m a r k t p d c  h the rcgiOrr (Rqncst, paros. 6 a d  39). 

3.59 Reaipoatc: The claim is COKW. Xowever, it is important to understand both 
fht h h t ~ ~ ~  of the project and the decision-making processes which have been foliowed in 
rpprwifis wccc98ive loans in support sfit. 

3.70 The dtckon to build Yacyrctá was taken aí the end of a decade which saw two 
1p189pivt Cnses in energy suppEies and prim. There were powerfiil reasons to view such a 
project, With heavy Capitat costs but low operating costs, in a very fiivorable light. It is 
txtfandy hnportant to understand that, under the assumptions prevailing at the time of 
the rppdsal of the Bank‘s fust loan in support of Yacyretá, the project war rhe 2ea.st-cosZ 
qptbn for meeting Argentina 3 elecnic power needsfrom 1985 omvm&. 

3.71 
procurement d¡spuîe between the Bank and EBY. Macroeconomic instability, 
compounded by the South Atlantic War and its aftermath, resulted in chronic financing 
problems. EBY itself d e r e d  f h m  severe management problems. Nonetheless, in spite 
of d the diiidties and deIays, the dam was built. The Second Yacyretá Hydroelectric 
Project was d&@ to complete outstanding work. When it was appraised in 1992 and 
Loin ~S~!(LAR was made, ir w r r s p t  dthe ~ e a s i c o s r p e r  generation expansionfor 
thcpctiod’ 1992-2000, where investments already made were considered as “sunk costs” 
for tho purposes of economic evaluation, in accordance with standard economic cost- 
benúìt uudysis methodology. 

The decade of the 1980s was disastrous for Yacyretá. First, there was a three-year 

3.72 In cipprabh~ the project for the first loan, the Bank estimated its intemal rate of 
iscount rehini (IRR) at 14%; howevcr, the IRR is currently estimated at 5.5%. Using a d 

rate of lo%, the cost of power generated at level 83 masl would be USC9.5 per kwh. 
Two separate sets of forces have reduced the expected rate of return and increased the 
unit cost of power. On one side, delays’ and interruptions in projec! implementation have 
i d  costs and deiaycd the expected power production fiom the dam. In addition, the 
actual capital cost of the project rose by about 20% in constant 1977 price t em,  which is 
not unreasonable for such a complex project with a long gestation period. On the other 
side, the cost of alternative means ofpower production (gas-fired combined cycle thennal 
plants) hau B U  h real terms, instead of remakg constant or even increasing as it 
was projected in the late 1970s. 

3.73 
it permamently at a level of 76 mas1 would reduce the energy output by one-third from its 

The project was designed to be operated at a reservoir level of 83 masl. Operating 

Thcliiinvtzmie ntr wut mode ia 1977 and completion is now ucpccted to be in 2000, a tdal of 24 



I 
26 

qpacity, with obvious for both costs and rew.uts. Looked 
at from the of view of the incremental costs and revenues which would r e d  
m h g  the I t s e l  of the reservoir fiom its present leve1 of 76 mad to 83 mad, a 
iwxeaSe in p d ~ c t i ~ ~  capacity' can obtained and the incremental costs of production 
ûf USC L4 pet kWh, is ofthe 
of the lowest cost The incremental investment million, mostly for 
resettlement mitigation, as the power generation facilities are 
m b s t d d i y  place) would an ïRR of a payback period of less than three 
yeus. The present selling price of generated at Ysrcyretá at level 76 masl is 
UR3.3 per kWh, as in the 1992 amendment to the Treaty. This is close to the 
present spot market price and is twke the incremental cost of power 
produced by the operating level of the reservoir fiom 76 mas1 to 83 masi. 

3.74 RiwtÙatìon should not proceed wiïhout legal ScrfguUaniS 
rcgmding the rexervoìr l e d ,  monitoring of the impact of the reservoir level on the 
kcailitk and wd-bdng of and the and 
impact of tk of ptìva&atìon, and the meeting of the minimum 
slrurdords which lutve been violated mere should be of the 
QEollomlc behind pnvatìzatìon, and the for 

the should also be 
the or opuating the Yacyret¿ nsavoù at a lower levei than 

ptojcctcd 83 masi pa ta  67). 

3.75 Response: 
power sector, and that strategy has the support of the The Bank's position has 
always that the privatization should be decided by the interested 

following the process in the le@ and 
that the would have no objection, in principle, to the privatization of Yacyretá 
provided: that it would not with the basic objectives of the project; and 

that of the Resettlement and Management Plan would 
be d e d  out Strictly as with the Bank. 

The strategy is to promote private sector participation in its 

3.76 with a Loan covenant, EBY hired consultants to study the feasibility 
of pnvate wpital participation in the operation and maintenance of the Yacyretá plant and 

the marketing of its energy. Foliowing completion of the study, the sponsoring 
and EBY agreed with the Bank to proceed in 1995 with the pnvatkation of 

EBY. On Nlovember 22, 1995, the Governments of Argentina and Paraguay signed a 
Ptotacol, providing a basic scheme for the contracting of private operators under a 
year concession 

of6ooo per year. Tbis is to a power plant of 1300 MW operating at 
a qmcity factor. 

marginai ofenergy from a thermai plant using gas would be 
Use4 per kwh in Argentina. 

6 



I The Fbtoeoi does not cor&3* In principle with the basic objectives of the projtcs 
estabffshed h the legal Because of politid the plans to complete 
thc proarrmrm; process for the concession were postponed from June to Febma~ 
1997, The Stnate has already approved the but the Chamber of Deputies h 

and rhe Congress in Paraguay still divided with respect to the pnvathtion. . .  
For this m~n, compiaing privatization ofpuyretá by Febmsoy 1997 seems urudsW. 
If the Congnisses approve the Protocoi, the Bank will review the bidding docum&.lts to 
ensure: (8) funding f a  completion of the main civil w o r b  adequate f'úndmg 
of the itemized irìvcstment recurrent costs of dl necessary environmental mitigbon 
rand rcscttlcnmt activities; adequate environmental niles for dam and spillway 

(d) that fùrther raising of the reservoir's operating levei is subject to the 
with entered between EBY and the Bank, relative to the execution 

of the REMIP. 

3.78 Their is clear understanding among parties involved (the Governments Of 
Paraguay, EBY, and the World Bank and Inter-American Developmat 

Bank) that the two governments are legaily obliged to implement the REMP before fiirthcr 
elevation of the reservoll is undertaken, whether operated by EBY or private sector 
ConceSSionaire before or prhmtization of Yacyretá. Even pnvatizstion, 
legal obiigaition to the Bank to comply with resettlement and environment covenants 
would persist (the only diffkrence being that such obligation would be met by requiring the 
private scctor to participate in the necessary actions). The bidding documents for the 
pnvatkatioin will be approved ex-unte by the Bank and concessionaue Compliance with thc 
Bank poüqr-derived resettlement and environmental obligations would be an explicit 
obligation i n  the concession contracts between the concessionaire and the GOA, GOP and 
the EBY. In mvkvhg the documents, the Bank intends to focus on mechanisms 
for ensuring concessionaire compliance with such obligations. 

3.79 The! completion of the ñEMP to operation of the dam at the designed 
83 masl rcs;cwoir level would be sin investment with large economic returns. The 
p r h ! h t b n  strategy proposed by the two Governments includes the establishment of an 
escrow for resettlement and cnvironmental mitigation activities, funded fiom 
electricity by the concessionaire. There is no reason to expect that this 
con&on9ire Will to undermine the resettlement and environmental protection 
agreements entered EBY and the Bank, which will remain valid until they are 
fully satisfied. The Protocol gives EBY the control on the execution of the REMP. 

3.80 The dismantling of a dam such as Yacyretá would be an extremely costly and 
compkx optration, which would represent high risk to the environment. The 
tcdnation of electric energy production would represent an economic loss between 
USSJDO nillion and USSSOO million per year, for reservoir levels of 76 masl and 83 masl 
respactn/ely. 
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Cost Estimate 
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Completion 
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YacyxtP Hydroelectrk Project 

lc.mcdoutbytheprwinaol Govwnment of Misiones. 



IN PARAWAY: 

ial units, pert of tbc san Pcdro 

(a) I)rpiaagt System - Stage I: San Pedro 
(b) IJ&astNcm-stageI: SanPedro 

for pnparatiOn of project for 1,750 



MAATRIX SUMMARY OF THE REQUEST FOR INSPECTION 
AND MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 

I REQUEST FOR MSPECTION REFERENCE TO 
I Alleged Vi&tlon of MANAGEMENT RESPOXSE 

and un8cunmrAble. (para. 2 
The Bank has fuled to take fiiipaciil responsibility far the 

under h e  Loui Agreement. (pan. 
9. Aíïcctd people did not bavc membgfd puticipntion and 

10. The Bankbas fpiled to d%lswc uut people rrscttfed by the project 
have maintained or improved Ihcir aîandml of living. (para 

11. chimpnts have not beaI c4xn- forthc impact - -  
on theu livelihoud. m a .  29) 

compcnsatioa. Many alkcted familia have not M v e d  
compauatioa, uui n u n : y  have not kai canpensated in for 
their losses. The lack of namcwOrk far eauitabk camensation has 

12. The Barowa fded to ctmbiisha f u r a d  equitable system of 

dcpnvcd than of the to negotiate t&iy with (para. 31). 
13. h d t h  imiwCts of U r  TcscTyoiT were not cwsidcred niIricientlv 

OD parir. I. 3 Ud 
14 

3.13-3.14 
I 

I 3.1 I 

I 
not consulttd iuLquatcly. (para 

14. Tht BankfailodtonipcrvisC or monitor the Borrower's and the 

inadequate to support 
16 

people a f f d  and NG 

TheEAfailedtoOlud 

removal of vegetation). 
un* ai Alkcuibral 



nIL4TRzx SUMMARY OF TEE REQUEST FOR INSPECTION 
AND THE MBNACEMENT RESPONSE 



kUTRIXSUMMAR Y OF THE REQZIEST FOR INSPECTION 
AND THE MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 

Isom # 
3.74-3.80 

. .  



TaBie C.l Comparison of Potential Impacts at Different Reservoir Operating Levels 
without Mitigation Measures 

All island sim will be 
noodal 

m i g r a t i O n S  
Blocking dvimially di 

Similar to existing 
conditiom; modente 
risks 

Similar to existing 
conditiolls 

I 

Lcvd 83 mad 

I S l a n d ~ m s W  
(105,000 hs ofnatural 
habitats flooded) 

, 
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Talble U Summary Of Principal Environmental Mitigation Merasures 
(for aU Ieveb) 

MT’I’IGATIVEMEASURES 
Selective vegetation clearing in aitical arcas. especially lateral bays 
Environmental clean-up of urban ‘wys prior to flooding (closurr of septic t d ~ ,  
ranoval of WBStt dumps, rcmovpI of vegetation) 
Sewage collection and trcatinent systems for urban areas 
Water quality monitoring (TtKNoir. upsumm and downstream) 
Water quality simulation through mathematical modeis 
Water level Ud rekase scheduies for water q d t y  conM1 
Water quality ngulationlefTIuent control prognuns in upstream watershed 
Water Iml/water quaiity contml Ana CUB Branch through mini-dams ad water 

I1 I 1 ‘  - 
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Attachment D 

Aflcctcd Famiiy Choice Among Resetiicrnent Alternatives 

' 'Ihrc hmilier M: al1 paor prtisans (oleros), who lived in precarious conditions in low-lying, flood-prom margins ofthe river, 
rad mnriAnsd ai high risk ,of impovuishmait without govcmmnt resettlement assistance. Industrial cu2mics producers 
(qjuhs) arc mi tmntidcrcd at risk of impoverishment because of their wealth and political powcr in the region, so the 
iodurainuzu arc ~pmvidcd only cash mmpcnsation cquivaicnt to their physical losses. COR oí Kif-relocating tbUr production 
witr, rad axî oíscif-stockpiiing ten years of raw materials. 



Attachment D 

sewerage and drainage, tcicphone. p ~ m s  to 
existing local public tcNiccs schools) 
expamidas q u i d ,  titksto iand Ud 
at no to tbefpmily. 
Sp#ipi of indigemu Mbya, 
Ipuit ho hi, Mtb 
school, community wcllr. 
sœd sweet potato, squash, matc, 

took, trchnicp1 rrnd social 
land rirlc to the family. 

I_ 

(21 fánlih) 

Psnrna. S. 
Parana: incomes unaffected by mow 
employmuit it unchanged. 

Displaced in 1974, provided W for ttsQtlQDciit 
nqutrt in furthr dmlopmen! 

provideci undu Loan 
incomes at nibsistenoc Icvel iand put. 

(289 fadies) 

(a) Urban lot and haure, potabie waícr, 
elccoicity,y,8ndudgçrchool. 

tmnmunity tekphpnc, 
kindtrgriten.poliœstation,busterminal 
roQp1 scrvicq uaiaing, ownaship titles to 
nm houseand land, at no thefimiiy. 

only for pmpaty loss 

1,113 ue living in Conjunto 
Habitacional A-1; 
762 living in HabitacÌonal 
A-2.3; 
273 living in V i  
201 iiving in (Encarnación) 
IIuomc Same siocc: occu~oL1s wt 

Families with legal titic to hwscplot and h o w  
flooded by resemir who not to relocate to 
project rcscüicment scií-docatcû 
throughout the region 

I- 
r, f 



ARGENTINA 

Year 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 

'IIACYRlZTkHYDROELECTRIC PROJECT - (Loans 3520-AR AND 285dAX) 
Supewbion Phn tot  lW97 

Loan 352iLAR Loan 2854-AR 

960 18,000 
1,640 5,000 

1,400 20,000 - 15,000 

Supuvirioin Phns 

- 10 500 
J TOTAC-. 4,000 68,500 

--I- ....... ............ ...-?-.-.......-.... 2000 

The: Bank plans for FY97 and Ey98 are to supervise the Ya@ project st least 
three b e s  n year. For FY97, plans have been scheduled and budget aiiocated for three 
dssionS: August 1996 (mission completed on August 16, 1996); November 11-22,1996; 
and Apd 7-.18,1997. Bank supervision missions will focus on the two major outstanding 
project components: (a) the implementation of pending actions in the REMP related to 
level 76 mad; and (b) the implementation of the resettlement and environmental 
management program above levei 76 masi, as agreed with the Bank. 

As agreed with Sobrevivencia in our meeting held in the Bank on April 4, 1996, 
the Bank will invite them to participate in the field supervision mission. 

As of October 15,1996, the undisbursed loan amounts are USM.0 million ( b a n  
3520.AR) end USS68.5 million (Loan 2854-AR). 

Appücatioin of Funds 

Attachment E 

Undisbursed finds under Loan 3520-m will be used to finance consulting services 
related to environmental and resettlement matters, and transmission fines. Undisbursed 
amounts unider loan 2854-AR wiU be used to finance: (a) part of the sewage system for 
the City of Posadas; (b) coastal treatment for levels 78 mas1 and 83 mad; (c) consultant 
Services for (i) the Afta CUB branch, (i¡) engineering and supervision of complementary 
works, and (¡¡i) hydrometmology and sedimentation; and (d) a small component for 
computer software and hardware. The anticipated disbursement profiles are as follows: 

Anticipateä Disbursement Profde 
(US$ thousand) 
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I I I 

Nissenbaum, Economist 
Chang, Sanitary Engineer 

Partridge 
Ledec, Environmental Spec. 
Mejia, Resettlement Spec. 
DDB 

Ledec Aide Memoire. 
Letter to EBY - 6/15/93 511 74/28 Partridge 

I Mejia I I 
Quintero, Water Poll. Spec. 

5/29-7/2 De Franco SPN Report - 10/18/93 
711 2-7/23 Kiockner 

Partridge 
Quintero 

I Ledec 
7/17-7/23 Sanchez, Division Chief BTO - 8/9/93 
No date Partridge Aide Memoire AuglSep. 93 

Quintero 1 Led= 

Ledec 
3/12-3/161 Partridge BTO Report - 3/21/94 

IDB 
5/4-5/6 Headquarter Visit by EBY 
5/176/11 - De Franco SPN Report - 6/29 

Partridge Aide Memoire 
Mejia 
Quintero - 



\o 

i 

I 

Faiz, Chief, LAlIU 
De Franco 
JadrijeVic 
Klockntr 
Jadrijevk 

11/17-11/l~B -. - 
12/7-12/16 

SPN Report - 6/14/96 

SPN Report - 9/4/96 

3,27-3/3 1 

7/1 O-7/20 

10/11-10/13 
11/27-1u7' 

I 314316 
3/11-3113 
5/95 

I8/13-8/16 

Attachmmt F 
Ledec 
De5 mco SPN Report - 8/24/94 
Partridge I i 
Mejis 
De Franco SPN Report - 9/28/84 
KIockntr 
Headquarter Visit by EBY 
De Franco 

Letter - 12/2/94 
Aide Memoire (Dec. 94) 

Mejia I 

Jadrijevic, Power Engineer I i 
aocicner 
Jadnjevic SPN Report - 8/3/95 
Klockner 
Partridge 
Mejia 
Quintero 
Ledec 
De Franco BTO - 11/9/95 
Nankani, Director SPN Report - 12/22/95 
JadnjeVic 
Klockner 
Partridge 
Mejia 
Quitem 

Supervision Efforts- Staffweeks and Budget 

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY93-%(Avc) 
Y8~yrcth Project 80 

240 

- 16 

StaffwiœkS 72.9 81.1 85.1 81.5 9.1 
B a d .  207.3 227.5 235.5 288.5 40 

StaffWi& 15.3 16.8 16.1 15.1 
Latin Aineriu Region - 
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